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Abstract
Asynchronism inherently exists in many communication systems specially in multi-terminal net-
works mainly due to the effect of multi-path and propagation delay. While in theoretical analysis
of communication systems perfect synchronization of the terminals is often presumed, in some
cases in which the nodes are randomly distributed over a geometrical area, it might be impossible
to synchronize the nodes even if an ideal infrastructure service provider is used. In this work,
two major categories of multi-user communication systems, i.e., relay networks and interference
channels, are considered and the effect of the asynchronism among the terminals on characteristic
properties of these channels are investigated.
In Chapter 2, the construction of distributed space-time codes for a general two-hop asyn-
chronous cooperative relay network is considered. A novel algebraic structure is proposed and
shown to achieve full diversity for arbitrary number of relays, arbitrary input alphabets, and
arbitrary delay profiles among the relays. Unlike previously proposed delay tolerant schemes,
the new design has minimum length which translates into smaller decoding complexity at the
same transmission rate. Full-rate and full-diversity are achieved by the new designs with or with-
out the use of guard intervals between successive transmissions. Simulation results confirm the
mathematical analysis of the proposed codes.
In Chapter 3, the underlying asynchronous network is examined for various relaying protocols
such as non-orthogonal selection decode-and-forward, orthogonal selection decode-and-forward,
non-orthogonal amplify-and-forward (NAF), and orthogonal amplify-and-forward (OAF). The
transmitter nodes send pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) signals, in which information symbols
are linearly modulated by a shaping waveform to be sent to the destination, asynchronously. We
consider two different cases with respect to the type of the shaping waveforms used in the structure
of the PAM signals. In the theoretical case where band-limited shaping waveforms are used, it is
shown that the asynchronism does not affect the DMT performance of the system and the same
DMT as that of the corresponding synchronous network is obtained for all the aforementioned
protocols. In the practical case where time-limited shaping waveforms are used, it is shown that
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better diversity gains can be achieved at the expense of a bandwidth expansion. More precisely, in
the decode-and-forward type protocols, the asynchronous network provides a better diversity gain
than that of the corresponding synchronous network throughout the range of the multiplexing
gain. In the amplify-and-forward type protocols, the asynchronous network provides the same
DMT as that of the corresponding synchronous counterpart under the OAF protocol; however, a
better diversity gain is achieved under the NAF protocol throughout the range of the multiplexing
gain. In particular, in the single relay asynchronous network, the NAF protocol provides the same
DMT as that of the 2× 1 multiple-input single-output channel.
In Chapter 4, a constant K-user interference channel in which the users are not symbol-
synchronous is considered. It is shown that the asynchronism among the users does not affect
the total number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of this channel; however, it facilitates aligning
interfering signals at each receiver node. To achieve the totalK/2 DOF of this channel when single
antenna nodes are used, a novel practical interference alignment scheme is proposed wherein the
alignment task is performed with the help of asynchronous delays which inherently exist among
the received signals at each receiver node. The asynchronism causes inter-symbol-interference
(ISI) among transmitted symbols by different transmitters resulting in the underlying quasi-
static links to be converted to ISI and accordingly into time varying channels. It is proved that
this conversion solves the lack of channel variation required for the interference alignment in
quasi-static scenarios. When each node is equipped with M > 1 antennas, it is argued that the
same alignment scheme proposed for the single antenna nodes’ interference channel is sufficient to
achieve the total MK/2 DOF of the medium provided that each pair of the transmitters and the
receivers experience the same asynchronous delay for all the corresponding antennas. In contrast
to previously proposed alignment schemes, the channel state information of the links does not
need to be known at the transmitter nodes. Instead, the relative delays among the received
signals at each receiver node are globally known to the entire network.
While the asynchronism is usually treated as a troublesome factor in communication systems,
in this dissertation, we are interested to introduce it as a useful property of the wireless medium
similar to the fading which can improve the system performance in some communication scenarios
or facilitate signaling over the medium in some other scenarios.
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Asynchronism inherently exists in many communication systems mainly due to the effect of
multi-path and propagation delay. In particular, in multi-terminal networks, the nodes are at
different locations, which results in different propagation delays, and they have their own local
oscillators with no common timing reference. Hence, the signaling over such channels is naturally
asynchronous. As a fundamental issue in design of communication systems, asynchronism can
detrimentally affect the system performance if it is ignored or not dealt with properly. Although in
most cases, it is assumed that terminals are synchronized by an infrastructure service provider,
which itself causes a large amount of overhead on the overall throughput of the system, this
assumption cannot be held in many communication scenarios such as the interference channels
in which terminals are randomly distributed over a geometrical area. In such a scenario, only
one of the receivers can possibly receive a synchronized version of the transmitted signals (if
an infrastructure synchronizing center exists) and the rest receive random asynchronous linear
combinations of the transmitted signals.
Various techniques have been deployed in practice to mange the asynchronism in communi-
cation networks. The major approaches are briefly discussed in the following. The traditional
approach is to employ a central control unit with proper controlling signals to synchronize the
terminals. As it was discussed earlier, this approach causes a large amount of overhead on the
throughput of the system specially in networks with large number of nodes. More importantly,
it cannot be used in communication networks in which multiple distributed and independent
receivers exist. Another approach which will be discussed more in the next section is to design
signals such that they provide the required properties such as the diversity gain regardless of
the existence of the natural asynchronism among the terminals. Various design methods of dis-
tributed space-time codes, which provide the maximum diversity gain over a wireless channel at
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the presence of the asynchronism, are examples of this approach. Although this might be an
ideal solution to combat the synchronization error in a communication system, in practice, it is
not feasible often to design such signals for any arbitrary profiles of the asynchronism. For ex-
ample, in design of delay-tolerant space-time codes, it is usually assumed that the asynchronism
among the nodes are integer multiples of the symbol intervals which is in fact often unrealistic.
The third approach is to use orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) to offset the
effect of the synchronization error. Using OFDM, the asynchronous delays in the time domain
are converted to phase shifts in the frequency domain and appear as multiplicative factors of
the fading coefficients. This might be the best option to handle the asynchronism in most cases;
however, it is at the cost of a rate loss due to inserting cyclic prefix symbols at the beginning
of each OFDM symbol. Time sharing among transmitting nodes followed by zero-padding the
transmitted frames is also another way of combating the asynchronism which again results in a
rate loss and delay in decoding.
While many research works exist on how to offset the effect of the asynchronism in com-
munication networks, some examples have been reported wherein the asynchronism has helped
to improve the system performance [1–8]. For example in [3], it is shown that asynchronous
pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) can exploit the total existing degrees of freedom (DOF) of a
multiple-input multiple output (MIMO) system which communicates over a spectral mask with
infinite support, while synchronous PAM can exploit only finite number of DOF of this channel.
In this thesis, we are interested to introduce the asynchronism as a useful property of the wireless
medium which can be exploited to improve the system performance in some cases or to facilitate
signaling over the channel in some others. We begin with design of the delay tolerant space-time
codes for two-hop asynchronous relay networks. Then, the effect of the asynchronism on diversity
multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) of these channels is examined. Asynchronous interference channels
are considered at the end.
1.1 Delay-Tolerant Space-Time Codes
Reliable data transmission over wireless channels can be achieved by diversity techniques. Among
them, spatial diversity using multiple transmit and receive antennas has gained much interest in
the last decade (e.g., [9–17] and references therein). However, in some cases such as mobile hand-
sets and sensor networks, transmitters and receivers are restricted in size and power consumption.
Hence, it may not be feasible or cost effective to equip them with additional RF hardware. In
these cases, cooperative diversity allows the source to use nearby nodes as virtual antennas. In
other words, the nearby transmitters act as relay nodes for the original transmitter [18,19].
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Cooperative diversity opened a new research area for designing distributed space-time codes
which provide specific diversity and coding gain. Although these codes follow the well-known
rank and determinant criteria [9], the lack of a common timing reference can affect the structure
of the code matrix and result in a rank deficient space-time code. Hence, the previously designed
fully diverse space-time codes are no longer valid for cooperative diversity unless they provide
the desired diversity gain not only when the transmitters are synchronous, but also when they
transmit their symbols with arbitrary relative delays. Such codes that preserve the diversity gain
regardless of the relative delays among the rows of the codeword’s matrix are called delay-tolerant
space-time codes.
1.1.1 Prior Works
Many previously proposed space-time codes are adapted to use in synchronous cooperative sce-
narios [20, 21]. For example, inspired by linear dispersion (LD) codes [12], Jing and Hassibi
introduced distributed LD codes [20]. In their proposed construction, each relay multiplies the
received block of the signal by a specific unitary matrix and sends it toward the receiver without
decoding. They showed that these codes can provide the same rate and diversity gain as those
of the original LD codes at very high signal to noise ratio (SNR). The main advantage of these
codes is that the transmitted symbols from the source do not need to be decoded at the relay
nodes. Therefore, there does not exist a bottleneck on the rate by requiring the relays to decode.
However, such codes cannot realize the capabilities of the cooperative diversity when they apply
to practical asynchronous cases.
In [22], intentional delays are introduced in different terminals. At the destination, the mini-
mum mean square error estimator is used to exploit the cooperative diversity. Full-diversity order
is not guaranteed in this method. In [23], Mei, et al. considered the effect of the synchronization
error for two cooperative relays when the Alamouti scheme [24] is used to transmit information
symbols over a block fading channel. The authors showed that the synchronization error turns
a frequency-flat channel into a frequency-selective one with correlated channel coefficients. They
proposed to use either time reverse space-time coding (TR-STC) or OFDM signaling to combat
synchronization error between relay nodes. The proposed schemes achieve full-diversity for two
relays at the expense of a rate loss resulted from either adding cyclic prefix to OFDM symbols or
inserting guard intervals between blocks of symbols in the TR-STC technique. Latter in [25], the
OFDM based scheme was generalized for a network with arbitrary number of relays. In [26], Xia,
et al. proposed a MIMO-OFDM scheme to use in cooperative networks which achieves a diversity
gain equal to the number of active relays provided that the length of the added cyclic prefix is
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not smaller than the maximum length of the frequency selective channels plus the asynchronous
delays.
Many distributed space-time schemes have been proposed to provide cooperative diversity
gains in the presence of the asynchronizm among the relays [27–33]. For example, inspired by
ElGamal-Hammons stacking construction [11], Li and Xia [29] considered the design of binary
space-time trellis codes (STTC) that are full-diversity and delay tolerant for any number of
cooperating relays. The authors extended their proposed structures to multilevel space-time
codes for higher order constellations using the generalized stacking construction proposed in [15].
In [28], Shang and Xia extended the proposed structures of [29] to full-diversity delay tolerant
STTCs of minimum delay length. In [30] and [31], Hammons showed that codes obtained from
generalization of the construction of [15] from PAM and QAM to AM-PSK constellations preserve
the diversity gain despite the timing offset among the relay nodes. He also showed that certain
binary space-time block codes (STBCs) derived from the stacking construction [11] are delay
tolerant. In [32], he proposed a delay tolerant transmission scheme of STBCs of short length to
be used in asynchronous cooperative communications. In [33], Damen and Hammons extended
the class of threaded algebraic space-time (TAST) codes [13] to the case of delay tolerant codes
for cooperative diversity. Their proposed codes are based on delay tolerant threaded structures
of length growing exponentially with the number of relays. Different threads are separated by
different algebraic or transcendental numbers which guarantee that the difference of every two
distinct codewords is full rank. Although these codes provide full-rate and full-diversity gain
simultaneously, they are not minimum delay length and are no longer delay tolerant if one deletes
one column of the codeword matrix.
A common assumption in all the aforementioned distributed space-time code is that the
asynchronous delays are integer multiples of the symbol interval and fractional delays (i.e., the
non-integer part of the delay) are absorbed in multi path. In contrast, the OFDM based scheme
proposed in [23] allows the synchronization error to be any factor of the symbol interval.
1.1.2 Contributions
We introduce a novel delay tolerant algebraic structure to achieve full diversity for arbitrary
number of relays, arbitrary input alphabets, and arbitrary delay profiles among the relays. Our
work can be considered as an extension of the delay tolerant TAST codes proposed in [33] which
itself is originated from the TAST framework in [13]. Similarly to [33], we consider the scenario of
decode-and-forward single-carrier asynchronous relay transmission, wherein the source node first
transmits to the relays. Then each relay, after decoding the source message, encodes the message
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and retransmits it to the destination. Unlike previously proposed delay tolerant schemes, the
new design has minimum length which translates into smaller decoding complexity at the same
transmission rate. in difference to [33], we restrict ourselves to square matrices (i.e., the temporal
span of the code equals the number of transmit antennas) and use a full-diversity single input
single output (SISO) code to fill all the threads in the space-time codeword matrix. Then,
by properly choosing algebraic or transcendental numbers [13] with increasing powers in some
elements of the codeword matrix, we ensure full-diversity regardless of the delay profile. Full-rate
and full-diversity are achieved by the new designs with or without the use of guard intervals
between successive transmissions. The mathematical analysis of the code design procedure are
supported by the simulation results.
1.2 Diversity Multiplexing Tradeoff of Asynchronous Relay Net-
works
Diversity multiplexing tradeoff is an information theoretic performance measure in multiple an-
tenna quasi-static communication systems and space-time coding which characterizes the tradeoff
between the multiplexing gain as a measure of the transmission rate and the diversity gain as a
measure of the reliability of the transmission [34]. Since the relay networks mimics the behavior
of multiple antenna systems, DMT is a fundamental performance measure in such networks under
various relaying protocols. A relaying protocol characterizes the rules that the nodes follow to
cooperatively send the source message to the destination. Various relaying protocols have been
introduced [35, 36]. The most important ones, which are in fact the building blocks of other
existing protocols, are listed below.
• Decode-and-Forward (DF): each relay decode the received signal from the source and inde-
pendently re-encodes and re-sends it to the destination.
• Amplify-and-Forward (AF): each relay performs linear processing (not decoding) on the
received signal from the source and retransmits it to the destination.
• Compress-and-Forward (CF): each relay compressed the received signal, which contains the
source message and noise, into a new codeword and sends it to the destination.
• Compute-and-Map: each relay quantizes the received signal at the noise level and re-encodes
and retransmits it to the destination.
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Definition 1.1. A relaying protocol is called orthogonal if the source and the relays transmit over
two non-overlapping time intervals, otherwise it is called non-orthogonal.
In a class of DF type protocols, only those relays that can fully decode the source message error
free re-encode and re-transmit it to the destination. In other words, only successful relays in
decoding are selected to contribute in the cooperation process. In this case, the protocol is called
the selection DF relaying protocol.
In Chapter 3, we focus on the two first aforementioned protocols when they apply to a two-hop
asynchronous cooperative network with arbitrary number of parallel relays. The DMT perfor-
mance is calculated for special classes of these protocols to determine the effect of the asynchro-
nism on this performance measure and to compare with that of the corresponding synchronous
networks.
1.2.1 Prior Works
The outage probability and the DMT performances of various space-time cooperative schemes
and relaying protocols over two-hop synchronous cooperative relay networks have extensively
been considered in the literature (see [37–42] and references therein). It is shown that the DMT
performance of such networks is upper bounded by the transmit diversity bound which is in
fact the DMT of a multiple-input single-output (MISO) channel with the number of transmitter
antennas equal to the number of the transmitting nodes in the corresponding relay network. More
precisely, the DMT performance of a synchronous two-hop relay network containing one source,
one destination, and M parallel relays for any relaying protocol is upper bounded as follows.
d∗(r) ≤ (M + 1)(1− r)+, (1.1)
where (1 − r)+ = max{0, 1 − r}. For a synchronous two-hop cooperative relay network with
arbitrary number of relays, the DMT performance is calculated in [42] for various relaying pro-
tocols such as the orthogonal and the non-orthogonal selection decode-and-forward (OSDF and
NSDF) and the orthogonal amplify-and-forward (OAF). In each case, a DMT optimal code is
constructed using cyclic division algebra space-time codes [16], [17]. It is shown that by allowing
the source and the relays to transmit over proper asymmetric portions of a cooperative frame, a
larger diversity gain may be achieved at each multiplexing gain.
The effect of the asynchronism on the DMT performance of two-hop rely networks has been
considered for various relaying protocols (see [2, 43–45] and references therein). In [2], the effect
of the asynchronism on the DMT of an orthogonal DF cooperative network consisting of two
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parallel relays is examined, in which the transmitting nodes use shaping waveforms spanned
over two symbol intervals. The author shows that for large length codewords, the same DMT
performance as that of the corresponding synchronous network is achieved. Moreover, when
both relays can fully decode the source message, the equivalent channel from the relays to the
destination at high values of SNR behaves similar to a parallel channel with two independent links.
The outage probability and the DMT of an asynchronous relay network containing two parallel
relays without the direct source-destination link are considered in [43]. It is shown that the same
DMT performance as that of the corresponding synchronous network is achieved. In [44], under
the assumption of having integer delays, two different models of asynchronism in a cooperative
relay network with at least two relays are considered. For each model, a variant of the slotted
amplify-and-forward (SAF) relaying protocol [46] is proposed which asymptotically achieves the
transmit diversity bound in the absence of a direct source-destination link. In the presence of this
link, it is shown in [45] that the SAF protocol is asymptotically optimal under both models of
asynchronism. It is worth noting that in the SAF protocol, the relays are assumed to be isolated
from each other, i.e., they do not interfere each other, which is in fact often unrealistic.
1.2.2 Contributions
We analyze the DMT performance of a general two-hop asynchronous cooperative network con-
taining one source, one destination, and M parallel relays for various relaying protocols such as
the OSDF, NSDF, OAF, and the non-orthogonal amplify-and-forward (NAF). Similar to [42], we
let the source and the relays to transmit over asymmetric portions of a cooperative frame in order
to maximize the diversity gain at each multiplexing gain and we avoid the cooperation whenever
it reduces the diversity gain compared to the case that the source transmits alone. in difference
to [45], we consider the more practical AF and DF types protocols with real (not integer) asyn-
chronous delays and examine the effect of the asynchronism on the DMT of the system from both
the theoretical and the practical points of views.
The transmitter nodes send PAM signals in which information symbols are linearly modulated
by a shaping waveform to be sent to the destination. We consider two different cases with respect
to the type of the shaping waveforms used in the structure of the PAM signals. In case that
the shaping waveforms are band-limited resulting in infinite support in the time domain, for
example when the “sinc” waveform is used, it is shown that asynchronism does not affect the
DMT performance of the system. However, when time-limited shaping waveforms are used which
is in fact the case in practice, the transmitted signals in the frequency domain lie in a spectral
mask which does not have a limited support. Although the tails of the spectrum are usually
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neglected because they are below the noise level, they may expand the bandwidth when the
system is analyzed at high values of signal to noise ratio (SNR). In this case, it is argued that:
• Both the OSDF and the NSDF protocols provide better diversity gains throughout the
range of the multiplexing gain over the asynchronous network compared to those of the
corresponding synchronous network. In addition, similar to what was reported in [2], the
equivalent channel model becomes the same as a parallel channel with the number of inde-
pendent links equal to the number of transmitting nodes.
• The NAF protocol provides a better diversity gain in the asynchronous scenario compared
to the synchronous scenario throughout the range of the multiplexing gain. In particular,
this protocol results in the same DMT as that of the 2× 1 MISO channel in a single relay
asynchronous cooperative network.
• The OAF protocol provides the same diversity gain over both asynchronous and the corre-
sponding synchronous networks for all multiplexing gains.
1.3 Asynchronous Interference Channels
The problem of finding the capacity region of the Gaussian interference channel is still open. The
best achievable rate for this channel in the two-user case is given in [47] and is known as the
Han-Kobayashi scheme. Recently, significant progress has been made containing new capacity
results for the strong and the weak interference regimes [48–50]. Moreover, it is shown in [51] that
the Han-Kobayashi scheme achieves the capacity of the two-user Gaussian interference channel
within one bit for all ranges of channel coefficients. For such channels where the capacity region
is unknown, to approximate the capacity at least for large values of SNR, the region of degrees
of freedom and the total number of DOF of the channel are studied. The DOF region, roughly
speaking, determines the shape of the capacity region at high values of SNR. It is defined as
the limit of the logarithm of the capacity region over the logarithm of SNR when SNR goes to
infinity. Similarly, the total number of DOF of a channel is defined as the pre-log factor of the
sum-capacity when SNR goes to infinity.
Since it is unknown itself, there has not been much interest yet to investigate the effect of the
asynchronism on the capacity region of this channel. However, the interference channel is inher-
ently an asynchronous medium. Moreover, since there are multiple independent receivers ran-
domly distributed over a geometrical area, the nodes cannot be synchronized even if an infrastruc-
ture service provider is used. In Chapter 4, we investigate the effect of the asynchronism, which
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naturally exists among the users, on the total number of DOF of a K-user symbol-asynchronous
interference channel.
1.3.1 Prior Works
In [52], it is shown that the total DOF of the K-user synchronous interference channel is K/2 if
fading coefficients are time/frequency/space varying, that is, each pair can benefit from half of its
original DOF with no interference from other pairs. This upper bound is achieved by a technique
called Interference Alignment. The key idea of interference alignment is to design signals such
that interfering signals at each receiver overlap while the desired signal remains distinct from
the interferences [53, 54]. In [55], it is shown that in a K-user interference channel with ergodic
channel coefficients a simple pairing scheme of particular channel matrices is sufficient to achieve
the total K/2 degrees of freedom.
In practice, however, the transmission rate is usually much faster than rate of channel variation
resulting in quasi-static (constant) or block fading channel models. For such channels where the
link coefficients are fixed for a long period of time, it is shown in [56] that the total multiplexing
gain is upper bounded by K/2. However, the authors conjuncture that it cannot be more than
one regardless of the number of users. This is known as the Høst-Madsen-Nosratinia conjecture.
Inspired by the idea of interference alignment for varying fading channels, many efforts have been
made to generalize the idea to more practical constant interference channel and equivalently to
settle this conjecture in the negative. However, it is not a trivial extension of the work in [52]
because the assumption of having time varying channels is necessary for the proposed achieving
algorithm to work. In [57], it is shown that in a quasi-static K-user interference channel with
real fading coefficients, there are K/2 degrees of freedom if the direct fading coefficients are
irrational and the crossing gains are rational numbers, while it is strictly less than K/2 when all
the coefficients are rational numbers. Although interference signals are perfectly aligned using the
proposed lattice based scheme, the necessary assumption on the values of the channel coefficients
in this work restricts the result to a subset of measure zero of all possible channel coefficients.
In [58], using asymmetric complex signaling over constant interference channel, it is shown that a
minimum total DOF equal to 1.2 is achievable for almost all values of channel coefficients (unless
for a subset of measure zero) of an interference channel with three or more users led to reject the
Høst-Masden-Nosratinia conjecture. Inspired by [57], the authors in [59] take advantage of the
properties of the rational and the irrational numbers to virtually increase the number of DOF of
a quasi-static single-input single-output channel. The results are applied to a constant K-user
interference channel to align the users’ interferences and to achieve the total K/2 DOF of this
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channel. While the proposed scheme, which is known as the real-interference-alignment, performs
the alignment task almost surely at infinite SNR with infinite quantization precision, it does not
suggest a feasible solution to implement the algorithm for practical values of SNR with a finite
number of quantization levels.
A common assumption in all of the aforementioned schemes is that the users are synchronous
and the received signal at each receiver node is a synchronized linear combination of the transmit-
ted signals. However, this is not a feasible assumption even if an infrastructure service provider
exists to synchronize the terminals.
Propagation delay based interference alignment was first proposed in a toy example to clarify
the idea of interference alignment [60]. It was then explored more in [61] via an example of proper
node placement in a wireless network containing four nodes to align the interference signals based
on their propagation delays. In [62], a fully connected K-user interference channel is modeled by
a time indexed interference graph and the alignment task is associated with finding the maximal
independent set of the graph via a dynamic programming algorithm. As a simplifying assumption
in this work, asynchronous delays among the received signals at each receiver are assumed to be
integer multiples of the symbol interval which is unrealistic. In addition, the “sinc” waveform is
approximated by the “rectangular” waveform while at the same time the system is contradictory
assumed to be strictly bandwidth limited.
1.3.2 Contributions
We consider a K-user interference channel wherein users are not symbol synchronous and we
investigate the effect of the asynchronism existing among the users on the total DOF of this
channel. We show that the asynchronism does not affect the total DOF of the system; however,
it facilitates aligning interfering signals at each receiver node. As an achieving scheme for the
total DOF equal to K/2, we propose a novel interference alignment algorithm for this channel
by taking advantage of asynchronous delays which inherently exist among the received signals at
each receiver node. The asynchronism causes inter-symbol-interference (ISI) among transmitted
symbols by different transmitters. In this case, the underlying quasi-static links are converted to
ISI and accordingly into time varying channels solving the lack of channel variation required for
the interference alignment in quasi-static scenarios. For simplicity and ease of understanding, we
present the scheme first for the three-user interference channel with single antenna nodes. The
results are then extended to a general single antenna nodes’ interference channel with arbitrary
number of users. Later, it is argued that the same scheme can be used in a K-user asynchronous
interference channel with terminals each equipped with M antennas to achieve the total MK/2
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DOF of the medium provided that each pair of the transmitters and the receivers experience the
same asynchronous delay for all the corresponding antennas. In contrast to previously proposed
alignment schemes, the channel state information of the links does not need to be known at the
transmitter nodes. Instead, the relative delays among the received signals at each receiver node
are globally known to the entire network.
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Delay Tolerant Space-Time Codes
2.1 Introduction
The construction of distributed space-time codes for asynchronous relays is considered in this
chapter. A novel algebraic structure is proposed and shown to achieve full diversity for arbitrary
number of relays, arbitrary input alphabets, and arbitrary delay profiles among the relays. Unlike
previously proposed delay tolerant schemes, the new design has minimum length which translates
into smaller decoding complexity at the same transmission rate. Full-rate and full-diversity
are achieved by the new designs with or without the use of guard intervals between successive
transmissions. Simulation results confirm the mathematical analysis of the proposed codes.
2.1.1 System Model
Consider a cooperative network containing one source node, one destination node, andM parallel
relay nodes. The source communicates with the destination in two steps. In the first step, the
source broadcasts its message to the relays. Those relays that can decode the received signals
error free participate in the second step (in what follows, we assume that all of the M relays are
able to decode the received signals error free). In the second step, the relays send their symbols
toward the destination. Since the relay nodes use common time slots and frequency bandwidth
for their signal transmission, they cooperatively implement a space-time code. We consider the
design and performance evaluation of distributed space-time codes used by the relays. This can
be considered as a MIMO system model with M transmit antennas corresponding to M relays








= Htxt + zt, (2.1)
where xt ∈ CM×1 is the modulated signal vector transmitted during the t-th symbol interval.
Ht ∈ CN×M and zt ∈ CN×1 denote the channel matrix and the additive white Gaussian noise
vector, respectively. The channel is assumed to be quasi-static, i.e. the channel matrix Ht is
constant over a codeword interval but is independent from codeword to codeword. The modulated
signal vectors xt, t = 1, . . . , T , span the space-time codeword X of size M × T over T symbol
intervals. The transmitted symbols are generated from a finite constellation. Let A denote a
two-dimensional constellation chosen from the ring of Gaussian integers or Eisenstein integers,
respectively denoted by Z[ξ], i =
√
−1, and Z[j], j = e2πξ/3. Let F = Q(ξ), or Q(j), denote the
field of complex Gaussian rational numbers, or complex Eisenstein rational numbers, respectively.1








n : un ∈ A
}
, (2.2)
where integer P ≤ [F(θ) : F]. Each transmitted symbol is from Ω, or more generally, from its
image f(Ω) under some specified one-to-one mapping f : Ω → C.
2.1.2 Delay Tolerance of Space-Time Codes
Let X be a STBC with codewords of size M ×T . Assume X1 and X2 are two distinct codewords
of X . The diversity order of X is the minimum rank of the difference matrix, X1 −X2, over all
pairs of distinct codewords in X (rank criterion) [9].
We assume that the fractional delays are absorbed in multi path, so asynchronous delays are
integer multiples of the symbol interval. Delays are unknown at the relays, but are known at
the destination. Here, we consider the transmission of either one single codeword or consecu-
tive codewords with sufficient guard interval between them such that the earlier and the latter
transmitted codewords do not interfere with the codeword under consideration.
The space-time code X is τ -delay tolerant for the asynchronous cooperative diversity scenario
if for all distinct codewords X1,X2 ∈ X , the difference matrix X1 − X2 retains full-rank even
though the rows of the codewords are transmitted with arbitrary delays of duration at most τ
symbols. To make this definition more precise, suppose that the M × T modulated codeword
1For simplicity of notation, we restrict ourselves to Z[i] or Z[j]; however, as in [33], the input alphabet A can
be chosen from any cyclotomic ring Z[exp(2iπ/n)], with n integer.
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matrix X ∈ X , containing the rows x1, x2, . . . , xM , is transmitted by M relays with delay profile
∆ = (δ1, δ2, . . . , δM ). Here, δi denotes the relative delay of the signal received from the i-th relay














where 0δi , i = 1, . . . ,M , and δmax denote an all-zero vector of length δi and the maximum of
the relative delays, respectively. Now, a space-time code X is called τ -delay tolerant if for all
delay profiles ∆ with δmax(∆) ≤ τ , the effective space-time code X∆ achieves the same spatial
diversity as that of X . A space-time code is fully delay tolerant if it is delay tolerant for any
positive integer τ .
2.1.3 Threaded Code Structure
Definition 2.1. A layer is a mapping that assigns a unique transmit antenna to be used at each
individual time interval of a codeword. It is called a thread if its domain and range include all
possible transmit antennas and all possible symbol intervals, respectively [10].
The proposed delay tolerant TAST codes in [33] are based on using three different threaded
structures which are intrinsically delay tolerant: running use (RU), naive double use (NDU), and
optimum double use (ODU). The latter has the smallest delay length. For M = 4, an ODU
threading is given by
1ODU =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1
 . (2.4)
As the rows of this matrix are linearly independent for every delay profile, it follows that the
space-time code is delay tolerant. The structure can contain four different threads which are
individually delay tolerant; However, when they join together in a matrix, it is not guaranteed
that the resulted structure is full-diversity delay tolerant. This is guaranteed by multiplying all
of the threads by different powers of an appropriate algebraic or a transcendental number, ϕ. It
was proved in [33] that for M ≥ 5, the delay length of the code is TODUM = 2M−2 + 1. Clearly,
this code is not minimum delay length, and its length grows exponentially with the number of
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relay nodes. Unlike the ODU threaded structure, in this chapter, we propose a minimum length
delay-tolerant TAST-like code.
2.2 Construction of the Proposed Delay Tolerant STBCs
In this section, we develop our new design of delay tolerant space-time codes with minimum delay
length T = M . The minimum rank of the difference of distinct codewords is the diversity order
of a space-time code. One simple way to verify the rank of a matrix is to find the largest square
sub-matrix with nonzero determinant.








where PM is the set of all permutations, σ, of the numbers {1, 2, . . . ,M}, sgn(σ) is the signature
of the permutation σ which depends on the number of exchanges in σ, and X(k, σ(k)) is the
(k, σ(k))-th entry of matrix X [63].
First, we observe that randomly generated Gaussian space-time codes are delay tolerant with
probability 1. As all the entries of the code matrix are chosen independently from a Gaussian
distribution, the difference of distinct codewords does not have zero entry with probability one
(except the zeros due to the delay of the rows). Thus, one can find an M ×M sub-matrix T
such that the i-th column i = 1, . . . ,M , has nonzero entry at the i-th row. In this case, T has
at least one thread with all nonzero entries. According to Remark 2.1, the determinant of T
contains linear combination of the terms which are equal to the multiplication of the elements of
the threads of T. Since these terms are independent random variables with at least one nonzero
term corresponding to the main diagonal thread, detT is nonzero with probability 1. Thus, this
code which supports full spatial diversity is delay tolerant for every delay profile with probability
1.
Such a Gaussian code has two major drawbacks. First, as it does not have a specific structure,
the decoding procedure is exponentially complex. Second, the codebook has to be saved in both
transmitters and receiver places for encoding and decoding procedures which requires a large
amount of memory in both sides. Our proposed scheme in this chapter avoids these drawbacks
while preserving the advantages of random Gaussian codes.
The general guidelines for the construction of our codes are described in the following. Let
C be a one dimensional full-diversity block code of length MT suitable for SISO channels (i.e.,
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it achieves full diversity, MT , when sent over an i.i.d. SISO fading channel [13]). Let G be a
fixed M × T matrix with elements as powers of some complex number ϕ ̸= 1 on the unit circle.
By parsing the entries of a codeword vector c ∈ C to an M × T matrix C (whose entries are a
rearrangement of those of c), a space-time matrix codeword is formed as follows
X = C⊙G, (2.6)
where ⊙ denotes the component-wise product. In this chapter, matrix G is designed such that
the resulted space-time code achieves full-diversity and is delay tolerant for arbitrary delay profile
and arbitrary number of transmitter antennas. Note that finding full diversity SISO codes is well
documented in the literature, e.g., [64] and references therein. Two main families of codes are
proposed in the sequel based on two different structures of matrix G in (2.6).
In the first family, G , AM , where AM is given by
AM ,

ϕb1,1 · · · ϕb1,M




ϕbM,1 · · · ϕbM,M
 , (2.7)
where bi,j ≥ 0, i, j = 1, . . . ,M are non-negative integers, and ϕ is an appropriate number with
properties detailed in the sequel. One can show that by an appropriate choice of the parameters
ϕ and bi,j ’s followed by using proper one dimensional code C, the resulting space-time code is
delay tolerant for every delay profile.
Define Ξ as the set which contains those M -tuples of bi,j that have been chosen from different
rows of AM . Ξ contains M





bq(j), bq ∈ Ξ, q = 1, . . . ,MM , (2.8)
where bq(j) is the j-th element of bq.
At the beginning, for ease of understanding, we consider a case that C is a repetition code
over Ω and there are only three relays in the network, M = 3. Let bi,j ’s be defined as consecutive
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As can be seen, the summation of the elements of every 3-tuple in Ξ is unique. Since C is
a repetition code, all differences between distinct codewords are multiples of A3. Therefore, to
verify the diversity order of this code for a delay profile ∆ = (δ1, δ2, δ3), one only needs to find the
largest full-ranked square sub-matrix of A∆3 . Assume T is a 3× 3 sub-matrix of A∆3 (columns of
T are chosen from columns of A∆M ) with at least one thread with all nonzero entries. According
to (2.5), the summation of bi,j ’s corresponding to this thread will appear as a power of ϕ in
the determinant value. Since this value is unique, the corresponding term in the determinant
value is not interfered by the other terms showed in (2.5) if ϕ is chosen such that the numbers
{1, ϕ, . . . , ϕbmax} are algebraically independent over the set {−1, 1}. Note that the coefficients of
the ϕ terms in the determinant value are all in {−1, 1}. By definition, the largest power of ϕ
that may appear in the determinant value for all delay profiles is bmax. Hence, the determinant
value is not zero and the code achieves full diversity for every delay profile. Here, bmax = 146 and
the numbers {1, ϕ, . . . , ϕ146} should be algebraically independent over the set {−1, 1} in order to
generate a full-diversity and delay tolerant code. Theorem 2.1 concludes the results.
Theorem 2.1. Let X denote the space-time code in which the repetition code with codewords of
length M2 over alphabet Ω is used as the one dimensional SISO code in conjunction with matrix
AM . Then X achieves full spatial diversity and is fully delay tolerant if the following conditions
are satisfied:
1- ϕ is chosen as an algebraic or a transcendental number such that the numbers {1, ϕ, ..., ϕbmax}
are algebraically independent over the set {−1, 1}.
2- The bi,j parameters are chosen such that the summation of the elements of every bq ∈ Ξ is
a unique value.
Proof. Since all differences between distinct codewords in X are multiples of AM , it suffices to
show that A∆M is full rank for every arbitrary delay profile ∆ = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δM}. To verify the
diversity order of the code, one needs to find the largest full-ranked square sub-matrix T of A∆M .
T is constructed by taking a column of A∆M with a nonzero entry at the i-th (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M) row
as the i-th column. Assume that construction of T is started by choosing the first column. Since
AM is an M ×M matrix with all nonzero entries, at the i-th (i = 1, . . . ,M) step of the process,
there exists at least M − i+ 1 columns that contain a nonzero entry at the i-th row. Therefore,
this form of column selection is feasible. As a result, T is of size M ×M and all the elements
on its main diagonal thread are nonzero. If the sum of the parameters bi,j corresponding to this
thread is α, we get
det(T) = g(ϕ)± ϕα, (2.10)
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where g(ϕ) is a polynomial of ϕ with degree less than or equal to bmax with all constant coefficients
in {−1, 1}. Since α is unique, g(ϕ) does not contain any term in ϕα. As a result, if the numbers
{1, ϕ, . . . , ϕbmax} are algebraically independent over {−1, 1}, det(T) is not zero and the code
achieves full-diversity for every delay profile.
It is worth noting that the second condition of Theorem 2.1 is a sufficient condition. It
guarantees that every nonzero thread (a thread with all nonzero entries) of T will appear with a
unique power of ϕ in the determinant value. On the other hand, having only one nonzero thread
of T with unique power of ϕ in the determinant value is enough for a full diversity delay tolerant
code. Therefore, there may exist some other schemes for assigning bi,j parameters that cause a
full diversity delay tolerant code, while they do not follow the second condition of Theorem 2.1.
While there may exist a lot of choices for the parameters bi,j , i, j = 1, . . . ,M , those that result
in a smaller value for bmax are of interest. In this case, one can design the code with smaller
degree extension of the base field. A simple choice is to use consecutive integer powers of 2.
The previous family of the codes assigns a specific power of ϕ to every element of the codeword
matrix resulting in a complex code structure which might be more than what is necessary to
guarantee a full diversity delay tolerant code. The second family of the codes, which we call it
the proposed code, is based on a simpler structure for matrix G and more relaxed conditions for
the bi,j parameters. Let G , BM , where BM is defined as
BM ,

1 ϕb1,2 ϕb1,3 · · · ϕb1,M





1 1 1 · · · ϕbM−1,M
1 1 1 · · · 1

. (2.11)
The space-time code X is constructed as explained in the general guidelines for the code con-
struction. Similarly, Ξ is defined as the set which contains thoseM -tuples of bi,j in BM that have
been chosen from different rows of this matrix. By considering that the diagonal and the lower
triangular entries of BM are all ϕ
0, Ξ and bmax are defined as before. Theorem 2.2 characterizes
sufficient conditions that make the resulted code full-diversity and delay tolerant when the one
dimensional SISO code C is a repetition code over Ω.
Theorem 2.2. Let X denote the space-time code in which the repetition code with codewords of
length M2 over alphabet Ω is used as the one dimensional SISO code in conjunction with matrix
BM . Then X achieves full spatial diversity and is fully delay tolerant if the following conditions
are satisfied:
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1- ϕ is chosen as an algebraic or a transcendental number such that the numbers {1, ϕ, ..., ϕbmax}
are algebraically independent over integers.
2- The parameters bi,j ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1, j = i + 1, . . . ,M , are chosen such that the
summation of the entries of every M -tuple in Ξ with M − 1 non-zero entries is unique and
different from that of other M -tuples in Ξ.
Proof. Since the one-dimensional code C is a repetition code, it suffices to show that B∆M is full
rank for every arbitrary delay profiles ∆ = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δM}. To verify the diversity order of the
code, one needs to find the largest full-ranked square sub-matrix T of B∆M . T is constructed by
choosing the (M − i+1)-th column, i = 1, . . . ,M −1, such that it contains a non-zero power of ϕ
at the (M − i)-th row. The first column is chosen such that it contains a nonzero element, 1, at
theM -th row. To show that this form of column selection is feasible, assume that construction of
T is carried out by choosing its columns in a reverse order, i.e., the M -th column is selected first,
the (M−1)-th column is selected second, and similarly up to the first column which is selected at
last. Due to the original form of the matrix BM , at the i-th step of the process, there are i entries
containing ϕ factor at the (M − i)-th row. Since (i − 1) columns have been chosen beforehand,
there is at least one column containing ϕ factor at this row. Thus, the aforementioned form of
column selection is feasible for T for every delay profile. As can be seen, T is an M ×M matrix
that has at least one thread ℓ with all nonzero entries containing (M − 1) entries of powers of ϕ.




bℓ1,2 ⋆ · · · ⋆
⋆ ⋆ ϕ





⋆ ⋆ ⋆ · · · ϕbℓM−1,M
1 ⋆ ⋆ · · · ⋆

, (2.12)
where ⋆ can be zero due to the delay profile ∆ or any one of the entries of BM which may or
may not contain the factor ϕ. Let α be the summation of the powers of ϕ existing in the thread
ℓ, α = bℓ1,2 + bℓ2,3 + . . .+ bℓM−1,M , then the determinant of T is
det(T) = g(ϕ)± ϕα, (2.13)
where g(ϕ) is a polynomial of ϕ with degree less than or equal to bmax and with integer coef-
ficients. Since α is unique, g(ϕ) does not contain any term in ϕα. Therefore, if the numbers
{1, ϕ, . . . , ϕbmax} are algebraically independent over integers, det(T) is not zero, and the con-
structed code achieves full-diversity for every delay profile.
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There is an infinite number of schemes to select proper values for the bi,j parameters ; however,





i = 1, . . . ,M − 1, j = i+ 1, . . . ,M.







The results of Theorems 2.1, 2.2 can be generalized to any full-diversity SISO code [64]. In
general, one-to-one functions fi,j , i, j = 1, . . . ,M of x ∈ Ω, fi,j : Ω → C, are used instead of x at
the (i, j)-th element of the codeword matrix. Having C as a general full diversity SISO code, the
space time-code X is constructed as explained in the general guidelines of the code construction.





b1,3f1,3(x) · · · ϕb1,M f1,M (x)
f2,1(x) f2,2(x) ϕ





fM−1,1(x) fM−1,2(x) fM−1,3(x) · · · ϕbM−1,M fM−1,M (x)
fM,1(x) fM,2(x) fM,3(x) · · · fM,M (x)

. (2.16)
By proceeding in the same procedure of the original repetition code, one can prove that X is
full-diversity and delay tolerant for every delay profile. The following theorem formulates the
results.
Theorem 2.3. Let X denote the space-time code with codewords of the form XM (x), x ∈ Ω
wherein a general full diversity code with codewords of length M2 is used as the one dimensional
SISO code in conjunction with matrix BM . Then X achieves full spatial diversity and is fully
delay tolerant if the following conditions are satisfied:
1- ϕ is chosen as an algebraic or a transcendental number such that the numbers {1, ϕ, ..., ϕbmax}
are algebraically independent over the field that contains fi,j(x), i, j = 1, . . . ,M, x ∈ Ω.
2- The parameters bi,j ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1, j = i + 1, . . . ,M , are chosen such that the
summation of the entries of every M -tuple in Ξ with M − 1 non-zero entries is a unique
value and different from that of other M -tuples in Ξ.
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The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 2.2 and is omitted for brevity. Note that the
constant coefficients of the ϕ factors in the determinant value in this case are in the field that
contains fi,j(x), i, j = 1, . . . ,M, x ∈ Ω. bi,j ’s are chosen the same as before.
Remark 2.2. It is worth noting that the required condition for the numbers {1, ϕ, . . . , ϕbmax}
to be algebraically independent over the field that contains the elements of the code matrices is
just a sufficient condition. In some cases, having the numbers {1, ϕ, . . . , ϕbmax} be algebraically
independent over a field contained in that field with smaller degree is enough to achieve full-
diversity. Typically, ϕ can be chosen as a cyclotomic number, i.e., the n-th root of unity ζn =
e2πξ/n (in this case, ϕ is an algebraic number). The order of ζn over Q is determined by Euler
function ϕ(n) which represents the number of integers both less than and identically prime with
n.
Remark 2.3. By assuming that the proposed code is designed to be used in a system containing
M relay nodes, the full transmit diversity gain M is achieved provided that all the relays correctly
decode the source messages. To this end, the relays are equipped with an error detection mech-
anism (e.g., cyclic redundancy check codes), only those relays that have not detected any error
at the end of the first step will participate in the second step of the process. However, it is easy
to check that the elements of any subset of the rows of the proposed structure are linearly inde-
pendent for every delay profile. Therefore, the resulted space-time code provides the full diversity
gain which is equal to the number of active relays.
2.3 Delay Tolerant Space-Time Codes with Overlapped Code-
words
Thus far, we assumed that the relay nodes insert enough guard interval (i.e., filling symbols) be-
tween every two consecutive codewords to ensure that the constructed space-time code is received
without any interference from either the next or the previous codewords. This assumption limits
the transmission rate and confines the applications of the proposed codes to low transmission rate
scenarios. In this section, we consider the case that every relay transmits its symbols continuously
without any delay guard between codewords.
In the problem under consideration, there exists k ≥ 1 vectors of information symbols
u1, u2, . . . , uk, where ui = (ui(1), ui(2), . . . , ui(MT )), i = 1, . . . , k. xi is the constellation point
in Ω corresponding to ui generated using (2.2). The matrices of the space-time codewords are
constructed according to Theorem 2.2 or 2.3 and transmitted over the channel one codeword after
another without any guard interval.
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While it is difficult to prove (or disprove) that the overlapped code is still delay tolerant for ev-
ery delay profile, we propose in the following a simple modification that guarantees delay-tolerance
regardless of the use of guard intervals. We propose to use different algebraic or transcendental
numbers for different blocks of the overlapped codeword. One can show that when the maximum
possible delay between relay nodes is confined to the delay length of the code T , only two differ-
ent numbers, ϕ1, ϕ2, are required to make the resulted overlapped code delay tolerant. When k
(number of codewords transmitted over the channel without guard interval) is large, the rate loss
of the code due to the required guard interval at both end of the overlapped codeword becomes
negligible.
As a simple example, let u1, u2 be two vectors of information symbols. x1, x2 are the
corresponding constellation points in Ω, and X1,X2 are the corresponding repetition space-time
codewords according to Theorem 2.2. For M = 3, the resulted overlapped codeword X1,2 =







1x1 | x2 ϕ42x2 ϕ22x2
x1 x1 ϕ1x1 | x2 x2 ϕ2x2
x1 x1 x1 | x2 x2 x2
 , (2.17)
where ϕ1, and ϕ2 are two different numbers such that the numbers {1, ϕ1, . . . , ϕ51} are algebraically
independent over integers and the numbers {1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕ52} are algebraically independent over the
field that contains the elements of the first block. In this case, by proceeding the same proof of
Theorem 2.2, one can show that the resulted overlapped code is delay tolerant for every delay
profile. This is formulated more precisely in the following.
Theorem 2.4. Let u1, u2, . . . , uk, k ≥ 1, be vectors of information symbols, where ui = (ui(1), ui(2)
, . . . , ui(MT )), i = 1, . . . k. Let x1, x2, . . . , xk be the corresponding constellation points in Ω, and
X1, X2, . . . ,Xk be the corresponding code matrices constructed as explained in Theorem 2.2. As-
suming δmax ≤ T , the overlapped code X with codewords of the form X1,2,...,k = (X1,X2, . . . ,Xk)
(constructed by concatenation of Xi, i = 1, . . . , k without guard interval) achieves full-diversity
and is delay tolerant for every delay profile if the following conditions are satisfied:
1- ϕ1 is an appropriate algebraic or a transcendental number such that the numbers {1, ϕ1, ...,
ϕbmax1 } are algebraically independent over integers.
2- ϕ2 is chosen such that the numbers {1, ϕ2, ..., ϕbmax2 } are algebraically independent over the




The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2 and is omitted for brevity. As in the non-
overlapped scenario, the results can be generalized from repetition codes to any full-diversity
SISO code [13,64].
2.4 Examples
In this section, we give some examples of the new designed codes proposed in Theorem 2.3. The
construction of these codes is carried out by properly choosing the SISO code and the ϕ number.
The required full-diversity SISO codes over fading channels can be constructed by applying
full-diversity unitary transformations to input signals drawn from lattices or multidimensional
constellations carved from a ring. In [65], Damen et al. provided an explicit construction of





where U†M is the conjugate transpose of the M ×M Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix








, where θ is a transcendental or an algebraic number of suitable
degree to guarantee the full-diversity of the rotation [65].
We consider design of the new proposed codes for M = 2, and 3 active relays. The required
full-diversity rotations are of size 4×4 and 9×9, respectively. To benefit from optimum rotations,
information symbols are chosen from Z[ξ], and Z[j] for M = 2, and 3, respectively. Two explicit
examples of the new proposed codes are given below.






where x = (x1, x2, . . . , x4)
T = Θu, u is a 4 × 1 vector of QAM symbols, and Θ = W4 is
the optimal 4 × 4 complex rotation according to (2.18). By setting ϕ = e2πξ/3, this code
provides the rate of 2 QAM symbols per channel use and achieves a transmit diversity of 2
regardless of the delay profile among its rows.
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where x = (x1, x2, . . . , x9)
T = Θu, u is 9 × 1 vector of information symbols belong to the
4-array constellation in Z[j], and Θ = W9 is the optimal 9× 9 complex rotation according
to (2.18). By setting ϕ = e2πξ/7, this code provides the rate of 3 symbols per channel use
and achieves a transmit diversity of 3 regardless of the delay profile among its rows.
2.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we show some performance results of the proposed codes for M = 2 and 3
active relays. The decoding procedure is performed by sphere decoding [66]. We assume that
the destination is equipped with two receive antennas. This results in an under determined
system for M = 3 transmit antennas. In this case, we benefit from the minimum mean square
error decision feedback equalizer (MMSE-DFE) as the preprocessing stage followed by the sphere
decoding algorithm [66]. The figures show bit and codeword error rates as a function of Eb/N0










− 10 log10R, (2.21)
where Es is the average signal energy per receive antenna and R is the code rate in bit per channel
use (bpcu).
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the bit error rate (BER) and the word error rate (WER) performances
of the new proposed code with codewords of the form (2.19) for both cases of synchronous and
asynchronous relays. At the latter case, the second row is shifted to the right by one symbol
interval. The results are compared with the results of the Golden code [67] as well as the results
of the delay tolerant 2× 2 code (matrix D) proposed by Damen in [68]. Here, M = N = T = 2
and ϕ = e2πξ/3. Information symbols are chosen from the 4-QAM constellation to adjust the rate
of 82+δmax bpcu, where δmax = 0 when the relays are synchronous (see Fig. 2.1), and 1 when they
are asynchronous (see Fig. 2.2). As can be seen, the proposed code outperforms the matrix D
in both cases of synchronous and asynchronous relays. For example, at the BER of 10−4, the
proposed code has about 0.6 dB gain over D when δmax = 0. When δmax = 1, the performances
of the two codes are almost the same at low SNR regime; however, our code outperforms the
other one at high SNR regime. This confirms that our proposed code achieves the diversity gain
of 2 and is delay tolerant. In addition, the performance of the proposed code is quite close to
the one of the Golden code when the relays are synchronous, and is much better than that when
they are asynchronous (the latter is not delay tolerant).
Figures 2.3, 2.4, show the BER and the WER performances of the proposed code with code-
words of the form (2.20) when M = T = 3 and N = 2 with and without delay, respectively.
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Figure 2.1: WER and BER performances of the Golden code, matrix D code, and the proposed
code when the relays are synchronous.










































Figure 2.2: WER and BER performances of the Golden code, matrix D code, and the proposed
code when the relays are asynchronous.
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 = 0, R=6 bpcu   
Proposed code, δ
max
 =2 , R=3.6 bpcu
DT−TAST, δ
max
 =0, R=4 bpcu
DT−TAST, δ
max
 =2, R=2.9 bpcu
DT−TAST, δ
max
 =0, R=6 bpcu
DT−TAST,  δ
max
 =2, R=4.3 bpcu
Figure 2.3: BER performance of the proposed code and DT-TAST code for both cases of syn-
chronous and asynchronous relays.


































 = 0, R = 6 bpcu
Proposed code, δ
max
 = 2, R = 3.6 bpcu
DT−TAST, δ
max
 =0, R = 4 bpcu
DT−TAST, δ
max
 =2, R = 2.9 bpcu
DT−TAST, δ
max
 =0, R = 6 bpcu
DT−TAST, δ
max
 =2, R = 4.3 bpcu
Figure 2.4: WER performance of the proposed code and the DT-TAST code for both cases of
synchronous and asynchronous relays.
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At the latter case, the first and the second rows are shifted once and twice to the right. The
9 × 9 optimal rotation is applied to the vector of information symbols which are carved from a
four point constellation of Z[j]. This code provides the rates 6, and 3.6 bpcu corresponding to
δmax = 0, 2, respectively. The results are compared with the one of the delay tolerant TAST
(DT-TAST) codes proposed in [33], where the code matrix of size 3×5 with two nonzero threads
are used to transmit 4, and 8-QAM symbols over the channel. As can be seen, the proposed code
performs much better than the equivalent DT-TAST code at the same rate in both synchronous
and asynchronous cases. For example, at the BER of 10−5, and δmax = 0 (R = 6 bpcu), it has 5
dB gain over the DT-TAST code and even more when δmax = 2 (R = 3.6 bpcu). These figures
show that the proposed code at the rates 6 and 3.6 bpcu (corresponding to the synchronous and
the asynchronous cases) performs almost the same as the DT-TAST code which has smaller rates
of 4 and 2.9 bpcu, respectively. The results confirm that B3 is delay tolerant.
In another scenario, we assume that the proposed distributed space-time code is designed for
M = 3 relays; however, one of the relays is not able to decode the source messages error free. In
this case, it will not participate in the second step of the process, and the resulted space-time
code is of size 2×3 instead of 3×3. Figure 2.5 shows the BER and the WER performances of the
proposed structure under this condition. The numerical results are provided for both synchronous
and asynchronous cases. In the latter case, the second relay has one symbol interval relative delay
with reference to the first relay. The decoding procedure is carried out by MMSE-DFE followed
by the sphere decoder. As can be seen, the maximum diversity gain of two is achieved in both
cases.
2.6 Discussion and Conclusion
A novel design for the construction of full-diversity full-rate delay tolerant distributed space-
time codes with minimum temporal length was introduced for cooperative diversity in wireless
networks. The new codes achieve full-diversity for arbitrary number of active relays, arbitrary
delay profiles and arbitrary input alphabets. Due to their minimal temporal span, the new codes
enjoy smaller decoding complexity compared to those proposed in [29] and [33] while they achieve
the same diversity gain.
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Diversity Multiplexing Tradeoff of
Asynchronous Relay Networks
3.1 Introduction
The diversity multiplexing tradeoff of a general two-hop asynchronous cooperative network is
examined for various relaying protocols such as non-orthogonal selection decode-and-forward
(NSDF), orthogonal selection decode-and-forward (OSDF), non-orthogonal amplify-and-forward
(NAF), and orthogonal amplify-and-forward (OAF). The transmitter nodes send pulse amplitude
modulation (PAM) signals asynchronously, in which information symbols are linearly modulated
by a shaping waveform to be sent to the destination. We consider two different cases with respect
to the type of the shaping waveforms used in the structure of the PAM signals. In the theoretical
case where band-limited shaping waveforms with infinite time support are used, it is shown that
asynchronism does not affect the DMT performance of the system and the same DMT as that of
the corresponding synchronous network is obtained for all the aforementioned protocols. In the
practical case where time-limited shaping waveforms are used, it is shown that better diversity
gains may be achieved at the expense of a possible bandwidth expansion. In the decode-and-
forward (DF) type protocols, the asynchronous network provide better diversity gains than those
of the corresponding synchronous network throughout the range of the multiplexing gain. In the
amplify-and-forward (AF) type protocols, the asynchronous network provides the same DMT as
that of the corresponding synchronous counterpart under the OAF protocol; however, a better
diversity gain is achieved under the NAF protocol throughout the range of the multiplexing gain.
In particular, in the single relay asynchronous network, the NAF protocol provides the same
DMT as that of the 2× 1 multiple-input single-output (MISO) channel.
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3.1.1 Diversity Multiplexing Tradeoff
Define {C(ρ)} as a family of variable rate codes each of them used at the corresponding signal to












where R(ρ) is the transmission rate and Pe(ρ) is the average error probability of the code C(ρ).
DMT represents the tradeoff between r and d(r) for the family of codes {C(ρ)}. For each multi-
plexing gain r, it is shown that [34]
d(r) ≤ d∗(r), (3.3)














log ρ = b. ≤̇ and ≥̇ are defined similarly.
3.1.2 System Description
We consider a network containing one source node, one destination node, and M parallel relay
nodes as shown in Fig. 3.1. hi and gi are fading coefficients representing the links from the
i-th transmitting node to the destination and from the source to the i-th relay, respectively. All
channel gains are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian
random variables with zero mean and unit variance CN (0, 1). They are constant within the
transmission of a frame and vary independently at the beginning of each frame.
We assume half-duplex signal transmission whereby each node can either transmit or receive
but not both at any given time instant. Communication between the source and the destination is
carried out in two phases. First, the source broadcasts its message to the relays and the destination
in p channel uses. Second, the relays retransmit it to the destination in q channel uses based
on the DF or the AF types relaying protocols. In the former, only those relays that are not in












Figure 3.1: System structure
the latter, all relays perform linear transformations over the received signal and retransmit it
to the destination. Assuming ℓ is the length of a cooperative frame, ℓ = p + q. We consider
both cases of non-orthogonal and orthogonal cooperating protocols where in the second phase of
the former the source sends a new codeword of length q, while in the latter, the source becomes
silent in the second phase. For each protocol, the case that the source transmits alone over a
fix portion of a frame equal to p/ℓ for all multiplexing gains is considered first. Then, κ , p/q
is optimized to maximize the diversity gain at each multiplexing gain. Since the source may
transmit over both phases, it may have two independent codebooks of proper codewords’ length.
The cooperation is avoided whenever it reduces the diversity gain compared to the case that the
source transmits alone. Each node knows the channel state information (CSI) of its incoming
links. The destination knows the CSI of all the links in AF type protocols and the CSI of the
incoming links in DF type protocols, the number of the helping nodes, and their corresponding
asynchronous delays.
Phase I
By assuming that the source uses an i.i.d. Gaussian codebook with codewords of length p in the









0(1), . . . , x
′
0(p− 1)]
T is the transmitted codeword corresponding to the source
message, Ts is the symbol interval, and ψ0(t) is a unit energy shaping waveform with support
uTs over t ∈ [0, uTs] for a positive integer value of u. ψ0(t) can simply be the shifted version of
the truncation of a well-designed waveform in the interval [−uTs/2, uTs/2] to the right by uTs/2.
The received signals in the first phase at the destination and at the i-th relay (i = 1, . . . ,M),
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0(t) + zri(t), (3.7)
where z′d(t) and zi(t) are additive white noises modeled by complex Gaussian random variables
CN (0, σ2d) and CN (0, σ2r ), respectively.
Phase II
Let D be a set containing index of the nodes participating in the second phase. Clearly, for
the AF type protocols D contains index of all the relays; however, for the DF type protocols it
contains only index of the relays that can fully decode the source message. D contains index
of the source, which is zero in non-orthogonal protocols. In the DF type protocols, each relay
is supported by an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random Gaussian codebook with
codewords of length q. In the AF type protocols, the received signals at the relays are linearly
processed and retransmitted to the destination. In both cases, the i-th relay uses a unit energy
shaping waveform ψi(t) with non-zero duration uTs to transmit its message.
The i-th transmitted signal at the second phase is received at the destination by τi seconds
asynchronous delay with reference to the earliest received signal. Without loss of generality, in
non-orthogonal protocols, we assume that the source signal is the earliest received signal at the
destination and the delays of the other received signals are measured with reference to this signal;
hence, τ0 = 0. In orthogonal protocols, we assume that τ1 = 0. In any case, ifm relays participate
in the second phase, we index the nodes such that τ0 < τ1 < τ2 < . . . < τm. Since the relative
delays are due to the random nature of the medium, the probability of the event that two of them
are equal is zero. We assume that τi is less than a symbol interval. Generalizing the results to
the case that asynchronous delays can be greater than a symbol interval is straightforward. Let
xi(t) be the transmitted signal by the i-th transmitting node, i ∈ D. The received signal at the




hixi(t− τi) + zd(t). (3.8)
3.1.3 Discrete Time Signal Model
Let Em be the event of anym relays participate in the second phase of the process. E0 corresponds
to the case that only the source transmits in the second phase. Assume Em occurs, 0 < m ≤M .
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D = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,m} is the index set pointing out to participating nodes in the second phase.
Without loss of generality, we assume that 0 = τ0 < τ1 < τ2 < . . . < τm. Note that for AF type
protocols, m = M . To acquire the sufficient statistic of the received signal, it is passed through
a set of parallel filters each of them matched to one of the incoming links [1]. The output of the













γi,j(n)xj(k + n) + zd,i(k), (3.9)










i (t− kTs − τi)dt,
and the relative delay τi,j is defined as
τi,j , τi − τj . (3.10)
Since the shaping waveforms are of length u symbol intervals and the relays are asynchronous,
every transmitted symbol of a relay is interfered by 2(u − 1) symbols (if not zero) of the same
transmitted stream and 2u− 1 symbols (if not zero) of every transmitted stream by other relays.
This can be verified by checking that, γi,i(u) = γi,i(−u) = 0, ∀ i ∈ D. Moreover, for j ̸= i if
τi,j < 0, then γi,j(u) = 0. Else if τi,j > 0, then γi,j(−u) = 0. The received signal vector at the










= [yd,i(0), yd,i(1), . . . , yd,i(q − 1)]T ,
xj = [xj(0), xj(1), . . . , xj(q − 1)]T ,
zd,i = [zd,i(0), zd,i(1), . . . , zd,i(q − 1)]T ,
and Γi,j in the general form is given in (3.12); however, γi,j(−u) or γi,j(u) might be zero depending
on the asynchronous delays.
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Γi,j =

γi,j(0) γi,j(−1) · · · γi,j(−u) 0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
























The output vectors of the matched filters at the second phase can be written in a long vector
form as























zTd,0, zd,1, . . . , zd,m
]T
,
H = Ξ(Iq ⊗ Ĥ), (3.15)
and
Ĥ = diag{h0, h1, . . . , hm},
Ξ =

Γ0,0 Γ0,1 Γ0,2 . . . Γ0,m





Γm,0 Γm,1 Γm,2 . . . Γm,m
 . (3.16)
Equation (3.14) represents a simple MIMO channel model with correlated noise vector z. The
covariance matrix of z is given by
Φ = σ2d Ξ. (3.17)
One can check that γi,j(n) = γ
∗
j,i(−n), n = 0, 1, . . . , q−1. Hence, Γi,j = Γ
†
j,i and Ξ is a Hermitian
matrix with banded Toeplitz blocks of order u.
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3.1.4 Properties of Matrix Ξ
For an absolutely summable infinite complex sequence {γi,j(k), k ∈ Z}, where Z is the set of





−ξωk, ω ∈ [0, 2π], (3.18)
where ξ =
√
−1. Define Matrix Γ(ω) as
Γ(ω) ,

Γ0,0(ω) Γ0,1(ω) · · · Γ0,m(ω)
Γ1,0(ω) Γ1,1(ω) · · · Γ1,m(ω)
...
... · · ·
...
Γm,0(ω) Γm,1(ω) · · · Γm,m(ω)
 . (3.19)
Γ(ω) is a Hermitian matrix, i.e., Γ(ω) = Γ(ω)†. In the sequel, we will need the following theorem
from [70].
Theorem 3.1. Let λk, k = 1, 2, . . . , (m + 1)q, be the k-th eigenvalue of Ξ. Let µk(ω), k =















Moreover the eigenvalues of Ξ lie in [mink,ω µk(ω),maxk,ω µk(ω)] and if they are sorted in a
descending order, then for every positive integer a, the lowest (largest) a eigenvalues of Ξ are











See [70] for the proof. The above theorem extends the results of the Szegö’s Theorem in [71]
to Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices.













where ψ(t) , [ψ0(t), ψ1(t− τ1,0), . . . , ψm(t− τm,0)].
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Proof. Let ψ(t) , [ψ0(t), ψ1(t− τ1,0), . . . , ψm(t− τm,0)] and ψω(t) =
∑u
v=−u ψ(t−vTs)e−ξωv. One























































































































This concludes the proof.
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Proposition 3.1. Γ(ω) is a semi-positive definite matrix ∀ω ∈ [0, 2π], i.e., detΓ(ω) ≥ 0. The





c = 0, ∀t ∈ [0, Ts], (3.21)
where C is the field of complex numbers.
Proof. Proving that Γ(ω) is a semi-positive definite matrix ∀ω is a direct result of Lemma 3.1.
Hence,
∀c ∈ C(m+1)×1, c†Γ(ω)c ≥ 0.























c = 0, ∀t ∈ [0, Ts].
This concludes the proof.
System model with time-limited waveforms
∑u
i=0 ψ(t + iTs)e
ξωi is a vector containing the DTFT of the samples of the vector ψ(t′) at t′ =
t + iTs, i ∈ Z, ∀ t ∈ [0, Ts]. For a finite value of u, the spectrum of the waveforms has infinite
support and occupies the whole frequency axis. Hence, the signal cannot be recovered from its
samples and the DTFT of a set of samples (for a specific t ∈ [0, Ts]) is a function of the shift t
and does not necessarily relate to the DTFT of another set of samples. Hence, equation (3.21)
does not hold almost always when time-limited waveforms are used.
According to Proposition 3.1, if the shaping waveforms do not satisfy (3.21), Γ(ω) is a positive
definite matrix, and it has (m + 1) non-zero positive real eigenvalues. Since all the {γi,j(k)}
sequences are assumed to be absolutely summable,
∑(m+1)
i=1 µi(ω) which is equal to the trace of
Γ(ω) is a bounded value. Consequently, all eigenvalues of Γ(ω) are also bounded. In this case,
where according to Theorem 3.1, Ξ is a full-rank matrix with all bounded real eigenvalues, the
discrete system model presented in (3.14) is used.
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System model with band-limited waveforms











 c = 0, ∀t ∈ [0, Ts]. (3.22)
Assume that the shaping waveforms are such that for u → ∞ the communication is carried out




ξωi is a vector containing the DTFT of the elements of the vector ψ̂(t′) sampled at
t′ = t + iTs, i ∈ Z, ∀ t ∈ [0, Ts]. If the frequency bandwidth W is such that W ≤ 12Ts , then the
shift property of the DTFT for non-integer delays is held (see Section 3.7.1) and equation (3.22)




ciΨ̂j(−ω)eξωτi,0 = 0, ∀ t ∈ [0, Ts], (3.23)
where Ψ̂j(ω) is the DTFT of the samples of ψ̂j(t
′) = ψj(t
′ + uTs/2). It is obvious that for each
ω ∈ [0, 2π], there are many choices for vector c which satisfy equation (3.23). This is because the
exponential term containing the shift parameter t appears as the multiplicative factor of all the
coefficients, ci’s, and does not affect the roots of this equation. Therefore, Γ(ω) is not full rank
which according to Theorem 3.1 implies that Ξ is not full-rank either (for large values of q).






































Ψ̂(ω) = diag{Ψ̂0(ω), Ψ̂1(ω), . . . , Ψ̂m(ω)}
e = [1, e−ξωτ̂1,0 , . . . , e−ξωτ̂m,0 ]T .
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As can be seen, Γi,j has rank order equal to one. In this case, one matched filter is adequate to
acquire the sufficient statistic. However, since the received signal is bandwidth limited, sampling
with fs = 2W without matched filtering is enough for this purpose. The discrete model of the
channel in this case, which is used throughout the chapter when band-limited waveforms are used,






hjΓjxj + zd, (3.25)
where zd is the white Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix σ
2
dIq. Assuming γj(k) =




γj(0) γj(−1) · · · γj(−q + 1)
γj(1) γj(0) · · · γj(−q + 2)
. . .
. . . · · · . . .
γj(q − 1) γj(q − 2) · · · γj(0)
 . (3.26)
Proposition 3.2. For well-designed shaping waveforms with non-zero spectrum over the band-
width W and the sampling frequency fs = 2W , Γj is a full rank matrix ∀ q <∞ with all bounded
eigenvalues.
Proof. Define Γ̃j of size N ×N, N > 2q as in (3.27).
Γ̃j =




































Γ̃j is the circular convolution matrix of the sequence γ̂j = [γj(0), . . . , γj(q− 1), 0, . . . , 0, γj(−q+
1), . . . , γj(−1)] of length N . Hence, it can be decomposed as Γ̃j = UNΛjU†N , where UN is the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix of dimension N defined as





N , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (3.28)
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and Λj is a diagonal matrix containing the DFT elements of the vector γ̂j on its main diagonal.








where γ̂j(k) is the k-th entry of γ̂j . If ψj(t) has a non-zero spectrum over the bandwidth W and
the sampling frequency fs = 2W is chosen, the DFT vector of γ̂j does not have any deterministic
zero. Hence, Λj and accordingly Γ̃j are full rank matrices. Sine Γj is the top left sub matrix of
Γ̃j , it is also a full rank matrix.
Let Mf be the essential supremum Mf = ess supf of a real value function f(x) which is
defined as the smallest number a for which f(x) ≤ a except on a set of measure zero. Let mf
be the essential infimum mf = ess inff of a real value function f(x) which is defined as the
largest number a for which f(x) ≥ a except on a set of measure zero. Let λk, k = 1, 2, . . . , q be
the k-th eigenvalue of Γj . It is proved in [72] that if Γj is Hermitian




λk ≤ 2M|f |,
where f here is the DTFT function of the samples of the shaping waveform ψj(t). Since mf ,Mf ,
and M|f | are bounded values for well-designed shaping waveforms, therefore, Γj is a full rank
matrix with non-zero bounded eigenvalues for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m}. This concludes the proof.
3.2 Asynchronous NSDF Relaying Protocol




Pr(IEm < R)Pr(Em), (3.30)
where IEm is the mutual information between the source and the destination when Em occurs.
Let D be the index set corresponding to the event Em. For a transmission rate R, the probability
40
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where Is,rk is the mutual information between the source and the k-th relay in the first phase.
The last equality comes from the fact that |gk|2 has exponential distribution with parameter

















, 0 ≤ r ≤ pℓ
0, pℓ < r.
Since the diversity gain is zero for r > 1, we only consider the case that 0 ≤ r ≤ 1. Despite the
relays which are in outage with probability one for r > pℓ , the source node continues transmitting
signal to the destination. Hence, Pr(E0) = 1 when
p









, 0 ≤ r ≤ pℓ ,
0, pℓ < r ≤ 1, 1 ≤ m ≤M
1, pℓ < r ≤ 1, m = 0.
(3.31)
3.2.1 Asynchronous NSDF with Band-Limited Waveforms
For the case that band-limited waveforms are used, the system is modeled by equation (3.25). By
assuming a uniform power distribution among all the transmitting nodes, the mutual information



















Since all Toeplitz matrices asymptotically commute, they are normal and are diagonalized on the
same basis [72]. Moreover, according to Proposition 3.2, for proper designed shaping waveforms,
Γj is a full rank Toeplitz matrix with all non-zero eigenvalues bounded. Hence, for large values
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As can be seen, IEm in this case is the same as that of the corresponding synchronous network
given in [42]. Hence, the DMT performance of both networks is the same.
Define αi = − log |hi|
2












where (x)+ = max{0, x}. By proceeding in the footsteps of [34], the outage probability at high
values of SNR when Em occurs is obtained as
PO|Em = Pr (IEm < R)
= Pr
(












j=0 αjdα0 . . . dαm
.
= ρ−dEm (r), (3.35)
where p(α0, . . . , αm) is the joint probability density function of the parameters α0, . . . , αm; REm =
{(α0, α) | p(1− α0)+ + q(1− α)+ < ℓr, α0, α ≥ 0}, and
dEm(r) = inf
p(1−α0)++q(1−α)+<ℓr
α0 + α. (3.36)
By solving the above optimization problem and using (3.30) and (3.31) we get
Theorem 3.2. For band-limited waveforms, the DMT performance of the NSDF protocol over












+ (1− r), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1,


















, (M+1)p−ℓ(M−1)ℓ+p ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ
1− r, pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1.
When κ varies to maximize the DMT at each multiplexing gain r, it is given by
d∗(r) =









≤ r ≤ 1.
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The optimal value of κ for a gain r is given by
κ =
{





< r ≤ 1.
The proof is given in [42] and is omitted here for brevity.
3.2.2 Asynchronous NSDF with Time-Limited Waveforms
For time-limited waveforms, the mutual information between the source and the destination when














where the first and the second terms on the right hand side of the above equation are the resulted
mutual information between the transmitting nodes and the destination, respectively, in the first
and in the second phases. Σx is the autocorrelation matrix of the input vector x. For simplicity,
we consider a uniform power allocation for all the transmitting nodes in the second phase. Define
A , I(m+1)q +Φ−1HΣxH†. By substituting (3.15) and (3.17) into (3.37), we have
detA = det
(
I(m+1)q + ρ(Iq ⊗ ĤĤ†)Ξ
)
.
Ξ is a Hermitian matrix and can be decomposed as Ξ = VΛV†, where V is a unitary matrix and
Λ is a diagonal matrix containing eigenvalues of Ξ on its main diagonal. According to proposition
3.1, for well-designed shaping waveforms, Ξ is a positive definite matrix with all eigenvalues real
and bounded. By replacing all the eigenvalues by the smallest one, say λ, we get
detA ≥ det
(
I(m+1)q + ρλIq ⊗ ĤĤ†
)
.
Since λ is a bounded value, this lower bound is tight when ρ → ∞. In this case, the mutual
information between the source and the destination at high values of SNR is given by
IEm
.

















As can be seen, the resulted mutual information among the transmitting nodes and the destination
is similar to that of a parallel channel with (m + 1) independent links. By proceeding in the
footsteps of [34], PO|Em for a transmission rate R = r log ρ is calculated as follows.
PO|Em = Pr (IEm < r log ρ)
.
= ρ−dEm (r) (3.39)
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1 +m− ℓq r, 0 ≤ r ≤
mq
ℓ ,
1 + mqℓ − r,
mq
ℓ < r ≤ 1.
Clearly, when m ≥ κ+ 1, then mqℓ ≥ 1. Hence,
dEm(r) = 1 +m−
ℓ
q
r, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.
Proof. Clearly, inf
∑m
i=1 αi occurs in the region 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m}. Hence, we focus




































































= 1 +m− ℓ
q
r, 0 ≤ r ≤ mq
ℓ
.
For r ≥ mqℓ , if
(



















≤ r ≤ 1.
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In contrast, when α0 > 1 +
mq











≤ r ≤ 1.
Hence, for m ≤ κ+ 1
dEm(r) =
{
1 +m− ℓq r, 0 ≤ r ≤
mq
ℓ
1 + mqℓ − r,
mq
ℓ < r ≤ 1.
For m ≥ κ+ 1, mqℓ ≥ 1. Thus
dEm(r) = 1 +m−
ℓ
q
r, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.
This concludes the proof.
The following theorem treats the case where there is only one relay in the network.
Proposition 3.3. For time-limited waveforms, the DMT performance of the NSDF protocol over
the single relay asynchronous cooperative network for a fixed value of κ ≥ 1 is as follows.
If 1 ≤ κ ≤ κ̂
d∗(r) =
{
(1− ℓpr) + (1− r), 0 ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ
1− r, pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1,
else, for κ ≥ κ̂
d∗(r) =

2(1− ℓ2q r), 0 ≤ r ≤
q
ℓ
1 + qℓ − r,
q
ℓ ≤ r ≤
p2
ℓ2
(1− ℓpr) + (1− r),
p2
ℓ2
≤ r ≤ pℓ
1− r, pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1,
where κ̂ = 1+
√
5
2 . If κ varies to maximize the diversity gain, we get
d∗(r) =
{





r) + (1− r), 1κ̂+1 ≤ r ≤ 1.
The optimum κ corresponding to each r is given by
κ =
{





, 1κ̂+1 ≤ r ≤ 1.
The proof is given in Section 3.7.2. Since both Pr(Em) and PO|Em required in (3.30) are
known, calculating DMT in a general network with M > 1 relays is straightforward. However,
it is easier if we assume that the DMT performance of a simpler network containing (M − 1)
relays is known. Let d∗M (r) be the DMT of the NSDF protocol over an M relay asynchronous
cooperative network. The following theorem concludes the results in the general case.
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Theorem 3.3. For time-limited waveforms, the DMT of the NSDF protocol over a general two-
hop asynchronous cooperative network with M relays for a fixed κ ≥ 1 is as follows.




















(1− ℓpr) + d
∗
M−1(r), 0 ≤ r ≤
Mq
ℓ
1 + Mqℓ − r,
Mq
ℓ ≤ r ≤
p2
ℓ2
M(1− ℓpr) + 1− r,
p2
ℓ2
≤ r ≤ pℓ ,
(1− r), pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1,
When κ varies to maximize the diversity gain at each multiplexing gain r, we have
d(r) =
{





r) + (1− r), 11+κ̂ ≤ r ≤ 1.
where κ̂ = 1+
√
5
2 . The optimum κ corresponding to each r is given by
κ =
{





, 11+κ̂ ≤ r < 1.
The proof is given in Section 3.7.3. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the DMT performances of the NSDF
protocol over the asynchronous single relay network for various values of κ and for both scenarios
of using time-limited shaping waveforms (solid lines), and using band-limited shaping waveforms
(dashed lines). Note that the DMT performance of the second scenario, when u → ∞, is the
same as that of the corresponding synchronous network. For the sake of comparison, the DMT
performance of the 2 × 1 MISO channel is also shown (dotted line). As can be seen from this
figure, for each r, there is a unique κ which provides the maximum diversity gain. Fig. 3.3 depicts
the DMT curves for the two aforementioned cases when κ varies to maximize the diversity gain
at each multiplexing gain r. It is observed that for κ ≤ 1+
√
5
2 , the DMT performances of both
scenarios are the same; however, for κ > 1+
√
5
2 , the asynchronous protocol with time-limited
shaping waveforms provides higher diversity gain than that of the corresponding counterpart.
Note that the extra diversity gain at high multiplexing region is at the expense of a possible
bandwidth expansion at high values of SNR due to using time-limited waveforms.
3.3 Asynchronous OSDF Relaying Protocol
In the OSDF protocol, the source is silent in the second phase; however, the relays perform the
same acts as those in the NSDF protocol. Hence, with some minor changes, the aforementioned
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DMT of the 2x1 MISO channel
Figure 3.2: The DMT performances of the asynchronous NSDF protocol over a single relay
network for both time-limited and band-limited shaping waveforms and for various values of
κ > 1.

























Asynchronous NSDF, time−limited waveforms
Asynchronous NSDF, band−limited waveforms
2x1 MISO channel
Figure 3.3: The DMT performances of the asynchronous NSDF protocol over a single relay
network for both time-limited and band-limited shaping waveforms and optimum values of κ > 1.
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mathematical analysis is applicable to this case. Here, asynchronism appears when at least two
relays exist in the network.
3.3.1 Asynchronous OSDF with Band-Limited Waveforms
By pursuing the same procedure as that of the NSDF protocol in Section 3.2.1, the mutual
information between the source and the destination when Em occurs, 0 ≤ m ≤ M , for large

















As can be seen, IEm is the same as that of the corresponding synchronous network [42]. Hence,
the DMT performances of the OSDF over both networks are the same.
Theorem 3.4. For band-limited waveforms, the DMT performance of the OSDF protocol over
the underlying asynchronous cooperative relay network for a fixed value of κ ≥ 1 is given by
If 1 ≤ κ ≤ M+1M ,
d∗(r) =
{
(M + 1)(1− ℓpr), 0 ≤ r ≤ η1
1− r, η1 ≤ r ≤ 1,
else, for κ ≥ M+1M ,
d∗(r) =

(M + 1)(1− Mℓ(M+1)q r), 0 ≤ r ≤ η2
ℓ
p(1− r), η2 ≤ r ≤ η3
(M + 1)(1− ℓpr), η3 ≤ r ≤ η1
1− r, η1 ≤ r ≤ 1.
where η1 =
Mp
(M+1)ℓ−p , η2 =
q
ℓ , and η3 =
(M+1)p−ℓ
Mℓ . When κ varies to maximize the diversity gain
at each multiplexing gain r, we get
d∗(r) =








2M+1 ≤ r ≤ 1.










2M+1 ≤ r ≤ 1.
The proof is given in [42] and is omitted here for brevity.
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3.3.2 Asynchronous OSDF with Time-Limited Waveforms
By pursuing the same procedure as that of the NSDF protocol in Section 3.2.2, one can show
that at high SNR regime the mutual information between the source and the destination when

























Similarly, the outage probability in this case is obtained as
PO|Em = Pr(IEm < r log ρ)
.
= ρ−dEm (r), (3.43)












1 +m− ℓq r, 0 ≤ r ≤
mq
ℓ




ℓ < r ≤
p
ℓ .
Clearly, when m ≥ κ, then mqℓ ≥
p
ℓ . In this case,
dEm(r) = 1 +m−
ℓ
q
r, 0 ≤ r ≤ p
ℓ
.










, 0 ≤ r ≤ pℓ ,
0, pℓ < r ≤ 1.
(3.45)
The following theorem treats the simplest case where there are only two relays in the network.
Proposition 3.4. For time-limited waveforms, the DMT performance of the OSDF protocol
over the underlying asynchronous cooperative network with two relays and for a fixed κ ≥ 1 is as
follows.
If 1 ≤ κ < 2,
d∗(r) =
{
3(1− ℓpr), 0 ≤ r ≤
2p
3ℓ−p
1− r, 2p3ℓ−p ≤ r ≤ 1,
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else if 2 ≤ κ < 3,
d∗(r) =













ℓ ≤ r ≤
2p
3ℓ−p
1− r, 2p3ℓ−p ≤ r ≤ 1,
else, for κ ≥ 3,
d∗(r) =

























ℓ ≤ r ≤
2p
3ℓ−p
1− r, 2p3ℓ−p ≤ r ≤ 1.











3 ≤ r ≤ 1.
The optimum value of κ corresponding to each multiplexing gain r is given by
κ =
{




3 ≤ r ≤ 1.
The proof is given in Appendix 3.7.4. To extend the above results to the general case, let
d∗M (r) be the DMT performance of the OSDF protocol over anM relay asynchronous cooperative
network when the cooperation is not stopped throughout the range of the multiplexing gain. The
following theorem concludes the results.
Theorem 3.5. For time-limited waveforms, the DMT performance of the OSDF protocol over
an asynchronous two-hop cooperative network with M relays for a fixed κ is given by
If κ ≤M + 1,
d∗M (r) =
{
(1− ℓpr) + d
∗
M−1(r), 0 ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ
0, pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1,
else, for κ > M + 1,
d∗M (r) =

(1− ℓpr) + d
∗
M−1(r), 0 ≤ r ≤ η1
1 +M − ℓq r, η1 ≤ r ≤ η2
1 + Mqp −
ℓ
pr, η2 ≤ r ≤ η3
(M + 1)(1− ℓpr), η3 ≤ r ≤ η4
0, η4 ≤ r ≤ 1,
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where η1 =
(M−1)(p−q)q
ℓ(p−2q) , η2 =
Mq
ℓ , η3 =
p−q
ℓ , and η4 =
p
ℓ . The resulted DMT for each region of κ
is compared to (1− r) to decide when to stop the cooperation.







, 0 ≤ r ≤ 13
(M + 1)1−r1+r ,
1
3 ≤ r ≤ 1.
The optimum κ for each r is given by
κ =
{




3 ≤ r ≤ 1.
The proof is given in Section 3.7.5. Fig. 3.4 illustrates the DMT performances of the OSDF
protocol over the asynchronous two relay network for various values of κ and for both scenarios
of using time-limited shaping waveforms (solid lines), and using band-limited shaping waveforms
(dashed lines). Note that the DMT performance in the second scenario, when band-limited wave-
forms are used, is the same as that of the corresponding synchronous network. For comparison,
the DMT of the 3× 1 MISO channel is also shown (dotted line). As can be seen from this figure,
for each r, there is a unique κ which provides the maximum diversity gain. Fig. 3.5 depicts the
DMT curves for the two aforementioned cases when κ varies to maximize the diversity gain at
each multiplexing gain r. It is observed that the asynchronous protocol with time-limited shap-
ing waveforms provides higher diversity gain than the corresponding counterpart throughout the
range of the multiplexing gain. It is worth noting that the extra diversity gain is at the expense
of a possible bandwidth expansion at high values of SNR.
3.4 Asynchronous NAF Relaying Protocol
In the second phase of the AF type protocols, the relays perform linear processing (not decoding)
on the received signals and retransmit them to the destination. If y
ri
is the received signal vector
at the i-th relay in the first phase, the transmitted vector xi from this node is modeled by
xi = Aiyri
, (3.46)
where Ai is a q× p matrix of rank q ≤ p. In the NAF protocol, the source sends a new codeword
of length q to the destination in the second phase.
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DMT of the 3x1 MISO channel
Figure 3.4: The DMT performances of the asynchronous OSDF protocol over a two relay network
for both time-limited and band-limited shaping waveforms and for various values of κ > 1.






















Asynchronous OSDF, time−limited waveforms
Asynchronous OSDF, band−limited waveforms
3x1 MISO channel
Figure 3.5: The DMT performances of the asynchronous OSDF protocol over a two relay network
for both time-limited and band-limited shaping waveforms and optimum values of κ > 1.
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3.4.1 Asynchronous NAF with Band-Limited Waveforms
If x′0 is the source’s transmitted codeword in the first phase, the received signal vectors at the













where all vectors are of length p. zri and z
′
d are the additive white Gaussian noise vectors at the
i-th relay and at the destination in the first phase.
The received signals at the relays are linearly processed and retransmitted to the destination.






hjΓjxj + zd, (3.49)
where Γj is given in (3.26). By replacing xj = Aj(gjx
′












The system model for both phases is given by

































j=1 hjΓjAjzrj , and G =
∑M
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j . If the codebooks are Gaussian, the mutual information
between the source and the destination is given by
I(x; y) = log det(Iℓ +HΣxH
†Φ−1)








where Σx is the autocorrelation matrix of the input vector x which is assumed to be equal to







Moreover, since C ≽ Iq, we have detC−1 ≤ 1. Let A
.
= Iℓ +HΣxH
†Φ−1. By proceeding in the
footsteps of [42], we get
detA≤̇ (1 + ρ|h0|2)p






It is shown in [42] that by proper choice of the Aj matrices, this bound is achievable and is in
fact tight. Define αj
.
= − log |hj |
2










(p− q)(1− α0)+ + qmax{−α, 2(1− α0), (1− α− α0), (1− β)}+
]
log ρ. (3.54)
By proceeding in the footsteps of [34], the outage probability at high values of SNR is given by








and R = {(p − q)(1 − α0)+ + qmax{−α, 2(1 − α0), (1 − α − α0), (1 − β)}+ < ℓr, α0, α, β ≥ 0}.





By solving the above optimization problem, we obtain
Theorem 3.6. For band-limited waveforms, the DMT performance of the NAF protocol over the
underlying asynchronous cooperative network for a fixed value of κ ≥ 1 is as follows.
If 1 ≤ κ ≤ M+1M .
d∗(r) =M(1− 2r)+ + (1− r), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.
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+M(1− 2r), 0 ≤ r ≤ qℓ
(1− r) + qp−q (1− 2r),
q
ℓ ≤ r ≤
1
2
1− r, 12 ≤ r ≤ 1.
The best DMT is achieved when 1 ≤ κ ≤ M+1M .
The proof is given in Appendix 3.7.6. It is seen that the best DMT performance of the NAF
protocol over the underlying asynchronous network is the same as the DMT of this protocol over
the corresponding synchronous network. Hence, the asynchronism does not diminish the DMT
performance of the underlying network.
3.4.2 Asynchronous NAF with Time-Limited Waveforms
If x′0 is the source’s transmitted codeword in the first phase, the received signal vectors at the

















where all vectors are of length p. Γ′0,0 of size p × p represents the effect of the ISI among the
source’s transmitted symbols at phase one. zri and z
′
d,0 are the additive Gaussian noise vectors






The received signals at the relays are linearly processed and retransmitted to the destination.
The output matched filters are indexed from 0 to M where the 0-th filter is matched to the link
between the source and the destination. The received signal vector at the output of the i-th






hjΓi,jxj + zi, i = 0, 1, . . . ,M. (3.60)

















hjgjΓi,jAjzrj + zi. (3.61)
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The system model for both phases is given by













































G = [GT0 ,G
T
1 , . . . ,G
T
M ]
T and Γ = [ΓT0,0,Γ
T
1,0, . . . ,Γ
T
M,0]






















, i, j = 0, 1, . . . ,M , and













Γ0,0 Γ0,1 . . . Γ0,M

















One can check that




ΓΓ† = Ξdiag{Iq,0Mq×Mq}Ξ (3.67)
C = (Ξdiag{0, Â1, . . . , ÂM}+ I(M+1)q)Ξ, (3.68)
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i . Hence, C
−1 exists if and only if Ξ−1 exists. According to Propo-
sition 3.1, if the shaping waveforms ψi(t), i = 0, . . . ,M , are designed properly, Ξ is a positive
definite matrix and Ξ−1 exists. Assuming ψ0(t) is a well designed waveform with non-zero spec-
trum over its bandwidth, Γ′0,0 is also a full rank matrix with bounded positive real eigenvalues





Let A , Ip+(M+1)q + HΣxH†Φ−1. The mutual information between the source and the
destination is given by
I(x; y) = log detA. (3.70)
A is given by
A =
[
Ip + ρ|h0|2Γ′0,0 ρh0Γ′0,0G†C−1

















. It can be checked that
















Since Ξ, Ψ, and Γ′0,0 are positive definite matrices with all bounded eigenvalues, they do not
affect the mutual information when ρ→ ∞. We obtain,










Let α0 , − log |h0|
2
log ρ , βi , −
log |higi|2
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By proceeding in the footsteps of [34], the outage probability is given by












By solving the above optimization problem, we get
Theorem 3.7. For time-limited waveforms, the DMT performance of the NAF protocol over the
underlying asynchronous cooperative network with M relays for a fixed κ ≥ 1 is given by
d∗(r) =
{
(M + 1)(1− Mℓ(M+1)q r), 0 ≤ r ≤
q
ℓ




ℓ ≤ r ≤ 1.
The best DMT is achieved when κ = 1. In this case, we get
d∗(r) =
{
(M + 1)(1− 2M(M+1)r), 0 ≤ r ≤
1
2
2(1− r), 12 ≤ r ≤ 1.




= (M + 1) (1− r) .
If min{α0, β} = β, in this case α̂0 = β̂ = 1− r is a feasible solution. The objective value for
this feasible solution is d(r) = (M + 1)(1− r).
Let α̃0 , α̂0 + δ, where δ is a positive real number. In this case α̃0 and β̃ = β̂− pq δ is another
feasible solution. The objective value for the new variables is







As 0 ≤ β ≤ α0 ≤ 1, δ should be chosen such that α̃0 ≤ 1, and β̃ ≥ 0. We get
α̃0 ≤ 1 → δ ≤ r




3.4. ASYNCHRONOUS NAF RELAYING PROTOCOL


























Asyn. NAF, time−limited waveforms    
Asyn. NAF, band−limited waveforms
2x1 MISO channel
Figure 3.6: The DMT performances of the asynchronous NAF protocol for both time-limited and
band-limited shaping waveforms and optimum values of κ = 1.
As both conditions should be satisfied, we have
δ =
{




ℓ ≤ r ≤ 1.
By replacing δ into (3.75), we obtain
d∗(r) =
{
(M + 1)(1− Mℓ(M+1)nr), 0 ≤ r ≤
q
ℓ




ℓ ≤ r ≤ 1.
One can see that the best DMT is achieved when κ = 1. This concludes the proof.
Fig. 3.6 depicts the DMT curves of the NAF protocol over a single relay asynchronous
cooperative network for both cases of using time-limited shaping waveforms (solid line), and
using band-limited shaping waveforms (dashed line) for the optimum value of κ = 1. Note that
the DMT performance in the latter case is the same as that of the corresponding synchronous
network. As can be seen, the asynchronous network with time-limited shaping waveforms provides
the same DMT performance as that of a 2×1 MISO channel. Obviously, the extra gain is achieved
at the expense of a possible bandwidth expansion at high values of SNR.
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3.5 Asynchronous OAF Relaying Protocol
In the OAF protocol, the source becomes silent in the second phase; however, the relays perform
the same acts as those of the NAF protocol. Hence, with some minor changes, the mathematical
analysis presented in Section 3.4 can be used here. Since the protocol is orthogonal, asynchronism
appears when at least two relays are in the network.
3.5.1 Asynchronous OAF with Band-Limited Waveforms
By pursuing the same procedure as that of the NAF protocol presented in Section 3.4.1, the
mutual information between the source and the destination for large values of SNR is given by







It is shown in [42] that this upper bound is achievable and in fact is tight. Define αj
.












(p− q)(1− α0)+ + qmax{−α, (1− α0), (1− α− α0), (1− β)}+
]
log ρ. (3.77)
By proceeding in the footsteps of [34], the outage probability at high values of SNR is given by








One can see that I(x; y) of the underlying asynchronous network under the OAF protocol is the
same as that of the corresponding synchronous network under the same protocol given in [42].
Hence, both networks provide the same DMT performances.
Theorem 3.8. For band-limited waveforms, the DMT performance of the OAF protocol over the
underlying asynchronous network for a fixed κ ≥ 1 is as follows.
If κ ≤ M+1M
d∗(r) =
{
(M + 1)(1− ℓpr), 0 ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ
0, pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1,
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else if κ ≥ M+1M
d∗(r) =









ℓ ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ
0, pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1.




2 ≤ r ≤ 1, the best DMT is
achieved when the source transmits alone. Hence,
d∗(r) =
{
(M + 1)(1− 2M+1M+1 r), 0 ≤ r ≤
1
2
1− r, 12 ≤ r ≤ 1.
=M(1− 2r)+ + (1− r)+.
The proof is given in [42] and is omitted here for brevity. Note that the result is the same as
the DMT performance of the NAF protocol when band-limited waveforms are used.
3.5.2 Asynchronous OAF with Time-Limited Waveforms
By pursuing the same procedure as we presented for the NAF protocol in Section 3.4.2, the
received signal model in both phases is given by
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where C = [Ci,j ], i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,M , and













Γ1,1 Γ1,2 . . . Γ1,M
Γ2,1 Γ2,2 . . . Γ2,M
...

















One can check that
G = ΞΣΓ′0,0 (3.84)
C =
(








i . Hence, C
−1 exists if and only if Ξ−1 exists. According to Proposi-
tion 3.1, if the shaping waveforms ψi(t), i = 0, . . . ,M , are designed properly, Ξ is positive definite
and Ξ−1 exists. Γ′0,0 is also a full rank matrix with bounded positive real eigenvalues (see [72]).





By pursuing the same procedure as that of the NAF protocol, for high values of SNR, the
mutual information between the source and the destination is obtained as
I(x; y)
.
= log(1 + ρ|h0|2)p−q
(








(p− q)(1− α0)+ + qmax{1− α0, 1− β}+
]
log ρ. (3.87)
where α0 , − log |h0|
2
log ρ , βi , −
log |higi|2
log ρ , and β = mini≥1 βi. For the rate R = r log ρ, the outage
probability is given by
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As can be seen the optimum diversity gain in this case is the same as that of the OAF protocol
when band-limited waveforms are used given in (3.79). We simply give the final result for the
optimum value of κ at each multiplexing gain in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. For time-limited waveforms, the DMT performance of the OAF protocol over the
underlying asynchronous network when κ varies to maximize the diversity gain is given by.
d(r) =M(1− 2r)+ + (1− r)+.




2 ≤ r ≤ 1, the best DMT is
achieved when the source transmits alone.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.8 which is given in [42] and is omitted here
for brevity. Note that the result is similar to the DMT result of the asynchronous network with
band-limited shaping waveforms presented in Section 3.5.1 and equivalently similar to the DMT
result of the corresponding synchronous network. Fig. 3.7 illustrates the DMT curves of the OAF
protocol over the two relay asynchronous cooperative network for both cases of using time-limited
shaping waveforms and using band-limited shaping waveforms when κ is chosen to maximize the
diversity gain at each multiplexing gain r. As can be seen, the OAF protocol over the underlying
network performs the same as the corresponding synchronous protocol for both scenarios.
3.6 Discussion and Conclusion
We examined the DMT performances of the NSDF, OSDF, NAF, and OAF relaying protocols
over a general two-hop asynchronous cooperative relay network containing one source node, one
destination node, and M parallel relay nodes. To model the asynchronism, we assumed the
nodes send PAM signals asynchronously wherein information symbols are linearly modulated
by a shaping waveform. We analyze the DMT of the system from both theoretical and practical
points of views. In the former, we consider the case that all transmitters use band-limited shaping
waveforms with infinite time support. We showed that asynchronism in this case preserves the
DMT performances of the system for all the aforementioned protocols. In the latter where time-
limited shaping waveforms (as in practice) are used, the communication is carried out over a
spectral mask which is not strictly limited in the frequency domain and its tails go to infinity
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Asyn. OAF, time−limited and band−limited waveforms
3x1 MISO channel                                         
Figure 3.7: The DMT performances of the asynchronous NSDF protocol for both time-limited
and band-limited shaping waveforms and optimum values of κ.
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from both sides. We showed that in this case the asynchronism helps to improve the DMT
performance in the NSDF, OSDF, and NAF protocols, while preserves the DMT in the OAF
protocol.
3.6.1 Comparison of the DMT Performances of the Protocols
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 demonstrate the DMT performances of the discussed relaying protocols over
the single relay and the two relay cooperative networks for both cases of using time-limited and
using band-limited shaping waveforms. Note that for all protocols, the DMT performance of the
underlying asynchronous network with band-limited shaping waveforms is the same as that of
the corresponding synchronous network. As shown, except in OAF where both scenarios show
the same DMT performances, in all other protocols, asynchronous protocols with time-limited
shaping waveforms outperform the corresponding counterparts. In the single relay network, the
asynchronous NAF with time-limited waveforms achieves the same DMT performance as that of
the 2× 1 MISO channel. However, it only shows the best DMT performance in low multiplexing
gain regime over the two relay network. In the high multiplexing gain regime, the asynchronous
NSDF with time-limited waveforms yields the best performance. One can check that by increasing
the number of helping nodes (M ≥ 3), this protocol becomes superior throughout the range of
the multiplexing gain, while asynchronous NAF settles at the third place after the asynchronous
OSDF protocol both with time-limited waveforms. Note that the extra diversity gain when the
shaping waveforms are of limited time support is at the expense of a bandwidth expansion at
high values of SNR.
3.6.2 Where Do the Gains Come From?
The main objective of this work is to show that the asynchronism does not diminish the DMT
performance of a general two-hop cooperative network under the aforementioned relaying proto-
cols. Moreover, when a practical cooperative network is considered wherein PAM signals with
time-limited shaping waveforms are used, even better diversity gains can be achieved at the pres-
ence of the asynchronism. This gain is due to the fact that the communication in this case is
carried out over a spectral mask with tails spanning over the entire frequency axis. This causes
the mutual information between the source and the destination to behave similar to that of a
parallel channel with the number of parallel branches equal to the number of links that carry
independent codewords. For example, in DF type protocols where all links carry independent
Gaussian codewords, the number of parallel links is equal to the number of transmitting nodes.
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Asyn. NSDF                             
Syn. NSDF                               
Asyn. & Syn. OSDF                  
Asyn. NAF & 2x1 MISO channel 
Asyn. & Syn. OAF, Syn. NAF     
Figure 3.8: The DMT performances of the asynchronous protocols and the corresponding syn-
chronous counterparts in a single relay network.



























Syn. NAF, Asyn. & Syn. OAF
3x1 MISO channel
Figure 3.9: DMT performance of the asynchronous protocols and the corresponding synchronous
counterparts in a two relay network.
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In contrast, in the OAF protocol where all nodes carry correlated signals, the resulting mutual
information of the asynchronous channel is the same as that of the corresponding synchronous
channel and no parallel links appear. Note that the asynchronism is a critical factor to extract
this gain from such channels. One can easily check that if the system is fully synchronous and the
same time-limited shaping waveform is used , this gain is not revealed. This clears the advantage
of asynchronous signaling over such channels.
3.6.3 Shaping Waveforms
The results of this work are applied to regular shaping waveforms used in theoretical analysis
(e.g., the “sinc” and the “raised-cosine” waveforms). The truncated versions of such waveforms
are extensively used in practice. One can easily see that the required condition in equation (3.21)
is held when all nodes use band-limited shaping waveforms. On the other hand, all time-limited
waveforms are used, this condition barely holds when the nodes are randomly asynchronous.
3.6.4 Practical Implementation
In practice, we propose using OFDM (inverse discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) at the trans-
mitters and DFT at the receivers) to implement the asynchronous protocols. It can be shown
that the same DMT performances can be achieved in the limit of the codeword’s length. In this
case, a DMT achieving space-times code designed for synchronous cooperative networks [42] also
achieve the DMT of the corresponding asynchronous network.
Although it was assumed that the asynchronous delays are less than a symbol interval, the
results are still held in the limit of the codewords’ length when the delays are arbitrary finite
random variables. In this case, one can discard a few samples from both sides of a received
frame or increase the length of the cyclic prefix symbols if OFDM is used to adjust the remaining
asynchronism among the nodes to be less than a symbol interval. Since the number of the
discarded symbols is finite, they do not affect the maximum multiplexing gain for large length
codewords.
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3.7 Some Proofs of This Chapter
3.7.1 Shift Property of the DTFT for Non-Integer Delays
Lemma 3.4. let x(t) be a signal with a limited bandwidth W . x(n) and x̂(n), n ∈ Z are two
sequences of samples of this signal at t = nTs and t = nTs + τ , respectively. X(ω) and X̂(ω) are
defined as the DTFT of these two sequences. If the sampling frequency is chosen according to the
Nyquist sampling Theorem, i.e., W ≤ 12Ts , the shift property of the DTFT is held for any real
value of τ and we get
X̂(ω) = X(ω)eξωτ̂ ,
where τ̂ = τTs .






































where the second last equality is due to the fact that the DTFT of sinc(n+ a) is equal to eξωa
for all real a. This concludes the proof.
3.7.2 Proof of Proposition 3.3
The outage probability is calculated as




















−r), qℓ ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ
ρ−(1−r), pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1.
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In each region, the term with the largest exponent of ρ is dominant. We consider three distinct
regions 0 ≤ r ≤ qℓ ,
q




ℓ ≤ r ≤ 1 and evaluate the diversity gain in each region. For

















+ 1 ≥ ℓ
q
⇒ κ2 − κ− 1 ≤ 0.











, κ ≥ κ̂
(3.90)







































⇒ p2 ≥ qℓ ⇒ κ2 − κ− 1 ≥ 0.
Hence, if 1 ≤ κ ≤ κ̂, then p
2
ℓ2







+ (1− r), q
ℓ
≤ r ≤ p
ℓ
.
However, if κ ≥ κ̂, then p
2
ℓ2











+ (1− r), p
2
ℓ2
< r ≤ pℓ .
For pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1, it is clear that
d∗(r) = 1− r.







+ (1− r) , 0 ≤ r ≤ 1,
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when 1 ≤ κ ≤ κ̂ and
d∗(r) =

2(1− ℓ2q r), 0 ≤ r ≤
q
ℓ
1 + qℓ − r,
q
ℓ < r ≤
p2
ℓ2
(1− ℓpr) + (1− r),
p2
ℓ2
< r ≤ pℓ
1− r, pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1,
when κ ≥ κ̂. This concludes the proof of the first part of the Theorem.




2 . If the optimum value















= 2− 2κ̂+ 1
κ̂
r, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
1 + κ̂
. (3.91)
For a specific r > 11+κ̂ , the maximum diversity gain is achieved when r =
p2
ℓ2
















The corresponding diversity gain is given by










r − r. (3.93)
By combining the results of all the regions we have
d∗(r) =
{





r) + (1− r), 11+κ̂ ≤ r ≤ 1.
The optimum κ corresponding to each r is given by
κ(r) =
{





, 11+κ̂ ≤ r ≤ 1.
This concludes the proof.
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3.7.3 Proof of Theorem 3.3
In asynchronous NSDF protocol, if M ≤ κ+ 1
dEM (r) =
{
1 +M − ℓq r, 0 ≤ r ≤
Mq
ℓ
1 + Mqℓ − r,
Mq
ℓ ≤ r ≤ 1,
else if M ≥ κ+ 1
dEM (r) = 1 +M −
ℓ
q




1, 0 ≤ r ≤ pℓ
0, pℓ < r ≤ 1,
Let bm(r), m = 0, . . . ,M be the negative exponent of ρ in the expression Pr(Em)ρ
−dEm when
ρ→ ∞, i.e., Pr(Em)ρ−dEm
.







If d∗M−1(r) is the DMT performance of the NSDF protocol over a cooperative network containing
M − 1 relays, d∗M (r) can be expressed as follows.






+ d∗M−1(r), bM (r)
}
,
which is simplified as follows.
If κ ≤M − 1, then d∗M (r) is given by











, 0 ≤ r ≤ p
ℓ
.
Else for κ ≥M − 1, d∗M (r) is given by
d∗M (r) =
{
min{(1− ℓpr) + d
∗
M−1(r), 1 +M −
ℓ
q r}, 0 ≤ r ≤
Mq
ℓ






ℓ ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ .
For pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1, the source node transmits alone and
d∗M (r) = 1− r.
It can be seen that
If 1 +M − ℓ
q










⇒ κ2 −Mκ−M ≥ 0,
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Thus, for κ ≤ M+
√
M2+4M
2 , bM (r) ≥ b0(r) and the event EM does not determine the DMT



































































It can be seen that if r ≤ p
2
ℓ2
, then bM (r) ≤ bM−1(r) ≤ bM−2(r) ≤ . . . ≤ b0(r). Otherwise,













1 + Mqℓ − r,
Mq
ℓ ≤ r ≤
p2
ℓ2
M(1− ℓpr) + 1− r,
p2
ℓ2
≤ r ≤ pℓ .
(3.96)






≤ Mqℓ and the event EM does not affect the DMT performance. By




















+ d∗M−1(r), 0 ≤ r ≤
Mq
ℓ
1 + Mqℓ − r,
Mq
ℓ ≤ r ≤
p2
ℓ2
M(1− ℓpr) + 1− r,
p2
ℓ2
≤ r ≤ pℓ ,
(1− r), pℓ ≤ r ≤
p+n
ℓ .
when κ ≥ M+
√
M2+4M
2 . This concludes the proof of the first part of the Theorem. The proof
of the second part is similar to the proof of the second part of Proposition 3.3.
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3.7.4 Proof of Proposition 3.4
For M = 2, if 1 ≤ κ < 2, we have
dE0(r) =
{
1− ℓpr, 0 ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ
0, pℓ < r,
dE1(r) =

2− ℓq r, 0 ≤ r ≤
q
ℓ




ℓ ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ
0, pℓ < r,
dE2(r) =
{
3− ℓq r, 0 ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ
0, pℓ < r,








ρ−d1(r), 0 ≤ r ≤ qℓ
ρ−d2(r), qℓ ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ
1, pℓ < r.













Assume 0 ≤ r ≤ qℓ . Clearly 3 −
ℓ2
pq r < 3−
ℓ












, 0 ≤ r ≤ q
ℓ
, 1 ≤ κ < 2
Now consider qℓ < r ≤
p













+ qp , then r <
p−q














≤ r ≤ p
ℓ
, 1 ≤ κ < 2.
The cooperation is avoided whenever it is beneficial to do so.






⇒ r ≥ 2p
3ℓ− p
.
Thus for 1 ≤ κ < 2,
d∗(r) =
{
3(1− ℓpr), 0 ≤ r ≤
2p
3ℓ−p
1− r, 2p3ℓ−p ≤ r ≤ 1.
(3.97)
For κ ≥ 2, dE0(r) and dE1(r) are the same as before. However, dE2(r) is given by
dE2(r) =

3− ℓq r, 0 ≤ r ≤
2q
ℓ




ℓ < r ≤
p
ℓ
0, pℓ < r.
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The outage probability is given by
PO =

ρ−d1(r), 0 ≤ r ≤ qℓ
ρ−d2(r), qℓ ≤ r ≤
2q
ℓ
ρ−d3(r), 2qℓ ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ
1, pℓ < r.





















pr}. We focus on each of the above regions for r
to calculate the diversity gain.
Assume 0 ≤ r ≤ qℓ . Clearly, 3−
ℓ2
pq r < 3−
ℓ






d∗(r) = 3− ℓ
2
pq
r, 0 ≤ r ≤ q
ℓ
, κ ≥ 2. (3.98)
Now consider qℓ ≤ r ≤
2q
ℓ . One can see that 3(1 −
ℓ
p) S 3 −
ℓ
q r ⇐⇒ κ S 3. On the other








p which results in r >
p−q
ℓ . It is clear that if
κ ≥ 2 ⇒ p−qℓ ≥
q

























then 1− qp <
(p−2q)ℓ
pq r which results in r >
(p−q)q




ℓ . Thus for κ ≥ 3
d∗(r) =













Now consider 2qp < r ≤
p

































⇒ r > p− q
ℓ
.
One can check that p−qℓ ≤
2q
p if and only if κ ≤ 3. Considering the fact that the cooperation is





p < r ≤
2p
3ℓ−p
1− r, 2p3ℓ−p ≤ r ≤ 1.
(3.101)
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r ⇒ r ≥ p− q
ℓ
.
Considering the fact that the cooperation is avoided whenever it is beneficial, for κ ≥ 3 we have
d∗(r) =










ℓ ≤ r ≤
2p
3ℓ−p
1− r, 2p3ℓ−p ≤ r ≤ 1.
(3.102)
By summarizing the above results, the proof of the first part is concluded. For the proof of the























, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
3
. (3.103)













For 13 ≤ r ≤
1














For 12 ≤ r ≤ 1, we obtain




















3 ≤ r ≤ 1.
(3.104)
The corresponding κ is given by
κ =
{




3 ≤ r ≤ 1.
(3.105)
This concludes the proof.
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3.7.5 Proof of Theorem 3.5
It is known that if κ ≤M
dEM (r) = 1 +M −
ℓ
q
r, 0 ≤ r ≤ p
ℓ
,
else if κ ≥M
dEM (r) =
{
1 +M − ℓq r, 0 ≤ r ≤
Mq
ℓ










1, 0 ≤ r ≤ pℓ
0, pℓ < r ≤ 1.
Let bm(r), m = 0, . . . ,M , be the negative exponent of ρ in Pr(Em)ρ
−dEm when ρ → ∞. The
resulted DMT can be expressed as






+ d∗M−1(r), bM (r)
}
,
which is simplified as follows.
If κ ≤M











, 0 ≤ r ≤ p
ℓ
,




(1− ℓpr) + d
∗




, 0 ≤ r ≤ Mqℓ
min
{












If 1 +M − ℓ
q
r ≤ b0(r) ⇒ 1 +M −
ℓ
q



















⇒ r ≤ p− q
ℓ
Clearly, for κ ≤M + 1, p−qℓ ≤
Mq
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≤ 1 +M − ℓ
q
r = bM (r).











For (M−1)qℓ ≤ r ≤
Mq
ℓ , we have










































It can easily see that if r ≤ p−qℓ , then bM−1(r) ≤ bM−2(r) ≤ . . . ≤ b0(r) and vice versa. On
the other hand, for κ ≥ M + 1, p−qℓ ≥
Mq
ℓ . Hence, to determine the diversity gain when
(M−1)q
ℓ ≤ r ≤
Mq
ℓ , only bM (r) and bM−1(r) need to be compared.










≤ 1 +M − ℓ
q
r






ℓ2(p−2q) , for κ ≥M + 1,
(M−1)q








ℓ ≤ r ≤ η1




For Mqℓ ≤ r ≤
p
ℓ , we have
d∗M (r) =
{




ℓ ≤ r ≤
p−q
ℓ
(M + 1)(1− ℓpr),
p−q
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For pℓ ≤ r ≤ 1, d
∗
M (r) = 0. The resulted DMT in each region is compared to (1− r) to determine
wether or not avoiding the cooperation. Proof of the second part of the Theorem is similar to
the proof of the second part of Proposition 3.4.
3.7.6 Proof of Theorem 3.6




If min{2α0 − 1, β} = 2α0 − 1, then β ≥ max{0, 2α0 − 1} and we get
d∗(r) = inf
α0≥1−r
α0 +M max{0, 2α0 − 1}
=
{
1− r 0 ≤ α0 ≤ 12
(1− r) +M(1− 2r) 12 ≤ α0 ≤ 1.
=
{
(1− r) +M(1− 2r) 0 ≤ r ≤ 12
1− r 12 ≤ r ≤ 1.




If r ≥ p/ℓ, then p− ℓr ≤ 0. In this case, α0 = 1/2, β = 0 is the optimal solution. One can check







≤ r ≤ 1.






= (1− r) +M(1− 2r) 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
2
.
For 0 ≤ r ≤ 1/2 and p ̸= q, the cross point of the two linear conditions, α0 = 1−r, β = 1−2r,
is a feasible solution. The objective value for this solution is




3.7. SOME PROOFS OF THIS CHAPTER
One can check that α′0 = 1 − r + δ and β′ = 1 − 2r −
p−q















ℓ ≤ r ≤
1
2 .
The above condition comes from the fact that α′0 ≤ 1 and β′ ≥ 0. The objective value for the
new feasible solution is





, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
2




is positive and it increases the objective value
for any positive value of δ. Hence, α0 = 1 − r, β = 1 − 2r is in fact the optimum solution for
1 < κ ≤ M+1M and we get
d∗(r) =
{




2 ≤ r ≤ 1.




is negative and it decreases the objective value for any
positive value of δ. The optimal solution which is achieved for the maximum value of δ in each
region is given by
d∗(r) =

1− M(p−q)q r +M(1− 2r), 0 ≤ r ≤
q
ℓ
(1− r) + qp−q (1− 2r),
q






2 ≤ r ≤ 1.
By comparing the results for different values of κ, it is seen that the best DMT is obtained
when 1 ≤ κ ≤ M+1M and is given by
d∗(r) = (1− r) +M(1− 2r)+, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.





A constant K-user interference channel wherein users are not symbol synchronous is considered
and the effect of the asynchronism existing among the users on the total DOF of this channel
is investigated. It is shown that the asynchronism does not affect the total DOF of the system;
however, it facilitates aligning interfering signals at each receiver node. As an achieving scheme
for the total DOF equal to K/2, a novel interference alignment algorithm is proposed for this
channel by taking advantage of asynchronous delays which inherently exist among the received
signals at each receiver node. The asynchronism causes inter-symbol-interference (ISI) among
transmitted symbols by different transmitters. In this case, the underlying quasi-static links
are converted to ISI and accordingly into time varying channels solving the lack of channel
variation required for the interference alignment in quasi-static scenarios. For simplicity and ease
of understanding, we present the scheme first for the three-user interference channel with single
antenna nodes. The results are then extended to a general single antenna nodes’ interference
channel with arbitrary number of users. Later, it is argued that the same scheme can be used
in a K-user asynchronous interference channel with terminals each equipped with M antennas
to achieve the total MK/2 DOF of the medium provided that each pair of transmitters-receivers
experiences the same asynchronous delay for all the corresponding antennas. In contrast to
previously proposed alignment schemes, the channel state information of the links does not need
to be known at the transmitter nodes. Instead, the relative delays among the received signals at




We consider a K-user interference channel consisting of K pairs of transmitters and receivers.
Each node is equipped with a single antenna. We assume that the fading coefficients are constant
non-zero random variables drawn from a probability distribution. The channel coefficient between
the j-th transmitter and the i-th receiver is denoted by hi,j , i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. The transmitters,
using a shared medium, send their individual messages to the corresponding receivers. Due to
the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, the desired signal at each receiver is interfered by
other transmitted signals.
Let Ri(ρ), i = 1, 2, . . . ,K, be the transmission rate of the i-th user at SNR, ρ, and C(ρ) be the
capacity region of this channel, i.e., the set of all achievable rates,R(ρ) =
(
R1(ρ), R2(ρ), . . . , RK(ρ)
)
,
at this SNR. The region of degrees of freedom, D, for this channel is defined as the set of all K-
tuples (d1, d2, . . . , dK) ∈ R+ such that ∀(α1, α2, . . . , αK) ∈ RK+ ,
K∑
i=1












where RK+ is the set of vectors of sizeK with positive real entries [52]. For example, in a three-user
fully synchronous interference channel with varying fading coefficients, this region is given in a
closed form as [52]
D = {(d1, d2, d3) : di + dj ≤ 1, ∀ i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}}. (4.2)
Since the nodes are located at different places and due to the effect of multi path and propa-
gation delay, the received signals at each receiver node are not synchronous. We assume that the
signals are frame synchronous; however, they are not symbol synchronous, i.e., the beginning and
the end of each frame align up to a delay of length less than a symbol interval, Ts. To be more
accurate, let τi,j denote the propagation delay of the received signal from the j-th transmitter
to the i-th receiver. It is a continuous time random variable which depends on the propagation
medium. We assume that τi,j ’s are constant during transmission of a frame. Since the nodes are
frame synchronous and not symbol synchronous, one has 0 ≤ τi,j < Ts, ∀ i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}. Let
τ
[i]
m,j , τi,m − τi,j , ∀ i, j,m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}, (4.3)
be the relative delay between the transmitted signals from the m-th and the j-th transmitters
measured at the i-th receiver node. Since the asynchronous delays are continuous independent
random variables over a symbol interval, τ
[i]
m,j ’s are distinct ∀ i, j,m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}, (m ̸= j),
with probability one and −Ts < τ [i]m,j < Ts.
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Each transmitter uses a unit energy shaping waveform ψj(t), j ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, to linearly
modulate its information symbols in a PAM like signal. The transmitted signal of the j-th





where xj(k) is the transmitted symbol by the j-th transmitter at the k-th symbol interval. These
signals are received asynchronously at the receiver nodes. The received signal at the i-th receiver




hi,jxj(t− τi,j) + zi(t), i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, (4.5)
where zi(t) is the noise signal at the i-th receiver node.
4.1.2 Main Results
Theorem 4.1. The total number of degrees of freedom of the underlying constant K-user symbol-
asynchronous interference channel with single antenna nodes is K/2 with probability one.
We consider a constant K-user asynchronous interference channel and argue that the total
DOF of this channel is the same as that of the corresponding synchronous channel. For this
purpose, we will first show that the total DOF of this channel is upper bounded by K/2. Then,
we propose a novel interference alignment scheme which deploys the asynchronous delays among
the users to achieve the total K/2 DOF of the channel. Our scheme is similar to the vector
alignment scheme invented in [52] for varying fading channels; however, it is proposed for the
constant interference channels. For simplicity and ease of understanding, the proposed scheme is
first presented for the three-user single antenna nodes interference channel. The results are then
generalized to the K-user asynchronous interference channel. As a corollary, it is argued that
the DOF region of the constant three-user asynchronous interference channel is the same as that
of the corresponding synchronous channel with varying fading coefficients. When all terminals
are equipped with M antenna nodes, we will argue that the same interference alignment scheme
proposed for the single antenna nodes’ K-user interference channel is sufficient to achieve the
total MK/2 DOF of the medium provided that each pair of transmitters-receivers experiences
the same asynchronous delay for all the corresponding antennas. This results in performing the
alignment task in a smaller number of symbol extensions.
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4.1.3 Proof of Converse
Assume all the transmitters use ψ(t) (e.g., the “sinc” function, sinc(x) = sinπxπx ) with bandwidth
W = 12Ts as the shaping waveform. Since the transmitted signals are independent, the frequency
bandwidth of the received signal at each receiver node is alsoW . By taking the Fourier Transform



































h′i,j(f)Xj(f) + Zi(f), (4.6)
where Zi(f) is the FT of zi(t), h
′
i,j(f) = hi,jΨ(f)e
−ξ2πfτi,j , ξ =
√
−1, and Xj(f) is the 2π-periodic











−ξωk , Xj(ω), (4.7)
and ω = 2πfTs. Equation (4.6), represents the mathematical model of a synchronous K-user
interference channel with varying fading coefficients in the frequency domain. Since ψ(t) has
bandwidth W , Ψ(f) = 0, ∀ |f | > W . Hence, there are W complex frequency degrees of freedom
per second in the underlying system. For each of them, equation (4.6) models a constant syn-
chronous interference channel. According to [56], the total number of spatial DOF of this channel
per frequency DOF is upper bounded by K/2. This concludes the proof of the converse. 
4.2 System Model and Signaling Scheme
We assume that all shaping waveforms are the same, i.e., ψj(t) = ψ(t), ∀j. Theoretically, ψ(t) is
a well-designed waveform with a strictly limited bandwidth W resulting in infinite time support
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(e.g., the sinc function). In practice, however, using shaping waveforms with infinite time support
is not feasible. Hence, either a truncated version of common waveforms or a new designed
waveform with finite time support, say equal to uTs, is used. We consider both scenarios and
present a unified channel model for both cases.
4.2.1 When ψ(t) is a Time-Limited Waveform
Assume that ψ(t) has a time support equal to uTs, i.e., ψ(t) = 0, ∀ t ̸∈ [0, uTs]. In our proposed
signaling scheme, at the j-th transmitter, a codeword of length N , xj = [xj(0), xj(1), . . . , xj(N −
1)]T is supported by cyclic prefix and cyclic suffix symbols (CPS) each of length u + 1 such
that the first and the last u + 1 symbols of xj are respectively repeated at the end and at the
beginning of this vector. The resulting vector xcpsj = [xj(N − u − 1), xj(N − u), . . . , xj(N −
1), xj(0), xj(1), . . . , xj(N − 1), xj(0), xj(1), . . . , xj(u)]T of length ℓ = N + 2(u+ 1) is transmitted







xcpsj (k)ψ(t− kTs − τi,j) + zi(t), (4.8)
where xcpsj (k) is the k-th entry of x
cps
j . This signal is passed through a filter matched to the















j (k + q) + zi(k), (4.9)










∗(t− kTs − τi,i)dt,
and τ
[i]
i,j = τi,i − τi,j is the relative delay between transmitted signals by the i-th and the j-th
transmitter nodes measured at the i-the receiver node.
We assume that the shaping waveform has a length equal to u ≥ 1 symbol intervals. Hence,
each transmitted symbol of a stream is interfered by (u− 1) previous and (u− 1) future symbols
(if not zero) of the same stream. It is also interfered by 2u−1 symbols (if not zero) of each of the
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other transmitted streams. If the interfering stream is ahead of the desired stream, u−1 previous
and u future symbols of that stream interfere with the current symbol of the desired stream.
However, if the interfering stream is behind the desired stream, u previous and u − 1 future
symbols of that interfere with the current symbol of the desired stream. These can be verified










hi,jΓi,jxj + zi, (4.11)
where
xj = [xj(0), xj(1), . . . , xj(N − 1)]T ,
y
i
= [yi(u+ 1), yi(u+ 2), . . . , yi(u+N)]
T ,
zi = [zi(u+ 1), zi(u+ 2), . . . , zi(u+N)]
T ,
and Γi,j is the circulant convolution matrix of the generator sequence γ̂i,j = [γi,j(0), γi,j(1), . . . , γi,j(u),
0, . . . , 0, γi,j(−u), . . . , γi,j(−1)]T of length N . In the general form, Γi,j is given in equation (4.12)
for all i, j. However, depending on the values of the relative asynchronous delays, γi,j(−u) or
γi,j(u) might be zero. Clearly, N should be large enough such that N ≥ 2u.
Γi,j = (4.12)
γi,j(0) · · · γi,j(−u) 0 0 . . . 0 γi,j(u) γi,j(u− 1) . . . γi,j(1)
























γi,j(−1) · · · γi,j(−u) 0 · · · · · · 0 γi,j(u) · · · γi,j(1) γi,j(0)

.




where σ2i is the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise at the i-th receiver and Γ̃0 is given
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γi,i(0) γi,i(−1) · · · γi,i(−u+ 1) 0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
























Γ̃0 is a Hermitian banded Toeplitz matrix of order u. This matrix is shown to be asymptotically
equivalent to Γi,i given in (4.12) [72]. Since these matrices are Hermitian, their eigenvalues are
all non-negative real numbers. Using properties of asymptotically equivalent Hermitian matrices
in [72], it can be shown that the eigenvalues of Γ̃0 are all bounded
1.
As can be seen from (4.11), due to the effect of the asynchronism among the users, the
original quasi-static links with constant coefficients over a block as hi,jIN , i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K},
are converted into frequency selective links with correlated coefficients over time and with gains
given by hi,jΓi,j .
Remark 4.1. In our signaling scheme, we use both the cyclic prefix and the cyclic suffix symbols
to manage the asynchronism among the nodes, because both the previous and the future transmitted
symbols of all the streams affect the current transmitted symbol of every single stream. Since, we
are interested in having a circulant Γi,j matrices for all i, j, it is necessary to add both the cyclic
prefix and the cyclic suffix symbols to every transmitted frame.
Properties of Γi,j Matrices
Remark 4.2. Γi,j is a circulant matrix. Hence, its eigenvalue decomposition is given by [72]
Γi,j = U
†Λi,jU, (4.15)






N , q, s = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.16)
1The correlated noise vector can be whitened by passing the received signal vector through a whitening filter.
However, it is not necessary for our purpose, because the bounded eigenvalues of Γ̃i do not affect the total number
of degrees of freedom of the underlying channel.
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and Λi,j is a diagonal matrix containing the elements of the DFT of the generator sequence of







qk, k = 0. . . . , N − 1, (4.17)
and γ̂i,j(q) is the q-th element of γ̂i,j.
Proposition 4.1. For a well-designed shaping waveform with non-zero spectrum over its band-
width, Γi,j is a full rank matrix ∀ i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}. In addition, its eigenvalues (the diagonal
entries of Λi,j) are bounded.





We assume that the shaping waveform has a low-pass frequency supportW . If u is finite,W → ∞.
γ(τ) has the same frequency support as that of the shaping waveform because it is readily shown
that Γ(f) = |Ψ(−f)|2, where Γ(f),Ψ(f) are the Fourier Transforms of γ(τ), ψ(t), respectively. Let
W0 be the frequency bandwidth of ψ(t) when u→ ∞. W0 is a finite value and in generalW0 ≤W .




chosen as the Nyquist sampling rate equal to 2W0. Let γ
p(τ) =
∑∞
k=−∞ γ(τ + kT ) be a periodic
expansion of γ(τ) with period T = NTs. Since the shaping waveform has a time support equal to
uTs, the auto correlation function has a time support smaller than or equal to 2uTs. We assume
that N ≥ 2u. γ̂
i,j
= [γi,j(0), γi,j(1), . . . , γi,j(u), 0, . . . , 0, γi,j(−u), γi,j(−u+1), . . . , γi,j(−1)], which
is the generator sequence of the matrix Γi,j , represents the samples of γ
p(τ) over one period at
τ = qTs − τ [i]i,j , q = 0, . . . , N − 1, and sampling frequency equal to fs = 2W0. Since for any value
of u, W ≥ W0, the DFT coefficients of the samples of γp(τ) over one period does not have any
deterministic zero if the shaping waveform has a non-zero spectrum over its bandwidth. These
coefficients appear as the diagonal entries of Λi,j . Hence Λi,j and equivalently Γi,j are full rank
matrices. In addition, since the sequence γ̂
i,j
is absolutely summable, diagonal entries of Λi,j are
bounded. This concludes the proof.













, x′j , z
′
i are respectively the linear transformations of yi, xj , zi by the DFT matrix, U.
According to Proposition 4.1, Λi,j ’s are diagonal matrices with non-zero bounded diagonal entries.
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Hence, one can interpret equation (4.19) as the model of a received signal at the i-th receiver of a
K-user synchronous interference channel with varying fading coefficients. Hence, the total number
of DOF of this channel is upper bounded by K/2 [52]. Although in the proposed asynchronous
signaling scheme, in a portion of the time equal to 2(u+1)N+2(u+1) no useful information is conveyed
from the source nodes to the destination nodes due to the existence of CPS symbols, this portion
is negligible for large length codewords, i.e. when N ≫ 2(u + 1), and does not affect the total
DOF of the system.
Matrix Λi,j contains the samples of the DFT of γ̂i,j or equivalently the samples of the DTFT
of the sequence {γi,j(k), ∀k ∈ Z} given in (4.10) on its main diagonal. When u → ∞ (N ≥ 2u),
γi,j(k)’s are the samples of a strictly limited bandwidth process of bandwidth W = 1/2Ts (see















, Λ0 is defined similar to Λi,j when τ̂
[i]


















Equation (4.20) holds when u→ ∞.
Lemma 4.1. If the shaping waveform has a sub-linear decaying rate in time (i.e, |ψ(t)| ≤
a/|t/Ts|η, where a is a constant value and η > 1), for a finite value of u, the equality (4.20)








where |ϵ| → 0 as u→ ∞.
Proof. Let x(t) be a signal with a strictly limited bandwidth W . We assume that x(t) is a
decaying function of |t/Ts| such that |x(t)| ≤ a|t/Ts|η for large enough values of t and η > 0. This
translates into having the most part of the energy of x(t) near the origin. Let {x̂(k), k ∈ Z} be
the sequence of samples of this signal at t = kTs, where Ts ≤ 12W . Let {x(k), k ∈ Z} be the
sequence of samples of x(t) at t = kTs − τ , 0 < τ < Ts. According to the shift property of the
DTFT, we get







−ξωk are the DTFT of the sequences {x̂(k), k ∈
Z} and {x(k), k ∈ Z}, respectively. Define Ak , x(k)e−ξωk, Bk , x̂(k)e−ξω(k+τ), and ϵ =
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where τ̂ = τ/Ts. One can see that if η > 1, |ϵ| is bounded and it goes to zero when u → ∞.









This concludes the proof.
In the sequel, whenever a time-limited shaping waveform is used, we assume that it satisfies
equation (4.22) with a bounded approximation error and u is large enough such that ϵ is negligible.















4.2.2 When ψ(t) is a Band-Limited Waveform
When ψ(t) is a band-limited waveform, for codewords of length N , the received signal at the i-th







γi,j(k − q)xj(q) + zi(k), (4.24)
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, zi(k) is the sample of the noise signal zi(t) at t = kTs + τi,i, and
τ
[i]










= [yi(0), yi(1), . . . , yi(N − 1)],
xj = [xj(0), xj(1), . . . , xj(N − 1)],
zi = [zi(0), zi(1), . . . , zi(N − 1)],
Γ̂i,j =
γi,j(0) γi,j(−1) γi,j(−2) · · · γi,j(−N + 1)
γi,j(1) γi,j(0) γi,j(−1) · · · γi,j(−N + 2)
γi,j(2) γi,j(1) γi,j(0) · · · γi,j(−N + 3)
...
...
... · · ·
...




As can be seen, due to the existence of the asynchronism among the users, one has inter-symbol-
interference (ISI) among the transmitted symbols by the different users. This ISI is represented
by the matrix Γ̂i,j .
When ψ(t) is a band-limited waveform, it is not possible to make the corresponding channel
matrices circulant by inserting CPS symbols. Here, we approximate them with their asymptoti-
cally equivalent circulant matrices and show that the approximation error goes to zero for large
length codewords.
Definition 4.1. Two matrix sequences {AN} and {BN}, N = 1, 2, . . . are said to be asymptoti-
cally equivalent, and denoted by {AN} ∼ {BN}, if the following conditions are satisfied [72]:
1) ∃Q <∞ such that ∀N, ∥AN∥ < Q and ∥BN∥ < Q
2) lim
N→∞
|AN −BN | = 0.












It is shown that the eigenvalues of asymptotically equivalent matrices are asymptotically equally
distributed [72].
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For all absolutely summable infinite complex sequences {γi,j(k), k ∈ Z} with 2π-periodic
DTFT, Γi,j(ω), given in (4.7), there exists a sequence of circulant matrices {(Γi,j)N} asymptoti-
cally equivalent to {(Γ̂i,j)N} [72] and
(Γi,j)N = U
†
N (Λi,j)NUN , (4.27)
where UN is the unitary DFT matrix of dimension N given in (4.16) and (Λi,j)N is a diagonal
matrix with the q-th diagonal entry given by





, q = 1, 2 . . . , N. (4.28)
Clearly, for a well-designed waveform with non-zero spectrum over its bandwidth, if the Nyquist
sampling frequency fs = 2W is chosen, there is no deterministic zero in the spectrum of the
sequence {γi,j(k), k ∈ Z} and the diagonal entries of (Λi,j)N are all non-zero bounded values.
Since (Γ̂i,j)N and (Γi,j)N are asymptotically equivalent, in the sequel, for large length codewords,
we approximate Γ̂i,j by Γi,j .
Lemma 4.2. If the shaping waveform has a sub-linear decaying rate in time (i.e., ψ(t) ≤
a/|t/Ts|η, η > 1, a is a constant), the error of approximating (Γ̂i,j)N by (Γi,j)N is bounded
and goes to zero when N → ∞.
Proof. Assume Γ̂i,j in (4.26) is approximated by Γi,j in (4.27) , i.e., Γ̂i,j ≈ Γi,j . The approxima-
tion error matrix Υ is defined as
Υ = Λi,j −UΓ̂i,jU†. (4.29)
The (q, s)-th entries of Λi,j and UΓ̂i,jU






(q−1)k, q = s
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Hence, the first term on the right hand side of (4.30) goes to zero for large values of N . It is
also known that the η-series
∑∞
k=1 1/k
η is convergent for all η > 1. Hence, the second term is
also bounded for η > 1 and vanishes to zero for large values of N . Therefore, for large length
codewords, |Υ(q, q)| is bounded and vanishes to zero if η > 1.
When q ̸= s, we get





































































Assuming that the shaping waveform is such that ψ(t) ≤ a/|t/Ts|η, where a is a constant, we get

















Similarly, one can see that for η > 1, |Υ(q, s)| is bounded and vanishes to zero for large values of
N . This concludes the proof
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Since the communication in this case is carried out over a strictly limited bandwidth W ,















, Λ0 is defined similar to Λi,j when τ̂
[i]























In the sequel, whenever a band-limited shaping waveform is used, we assume that N is sufficiently


















, x′j , z
′
i are respectively the linear transformations of yi, xj , zi by the DFT matrix U.
4.2.3 The Shaping Waveform
It was argued in the previous sections that having a sub-linear decaying rate in time for the
shaping waveform is a necessary and sufficient condition to obtain the system models presented
in (4.23) and (4.34) respectively for both cases of using time-limited and band-limited systems.
A direct consequence of this argument is that the sinc waveform, which has a linear decaying rate
in time does not hold a valid approximation with a bounded error. In contrast, the raised-cosine
waveform with a non-zero excess bandwidth, which has a decaying rate proportional to 1/|t/Ts|3
for large enough values of t, is a good candidate to be used in the structure of the proposed
scheme (i.e., using the root-raised cosine waveform as the transmitter and the receiver filters).
As can be seen, waveforms with faster decaying rate in time are more appealing to have a faster
decaying approximation error with u.
Remark 4.3. According to the Paley-Wiener Theorem, the spectrum of a signal can not be
both time and frequency limited. Hence, using a truncated version of the waveform results in an
unlimited support in the frequency domain [73]. For practical values of SNR (ρ < ∞), if a well-
designed shaping waveform with vanishing spectrums out of bandwidth W is used, depending on
the level of the noise at the receivers’ side, one may choose u a sufficiently large finite value such
that the tails of the spectrum of the transmitted signals lie below the noise level. In this case, the
system can be approximated with a bandlimited one. In theoretical analysis, when ρ → ∞, it is
not possible to avoid bandwidth expansion when a finite support shaping waveform is used. This is
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both a practical and a theoretical limitation of all communication systems which is characterized
by the Paley-Wiener Theorem.
Alternatively, for time-limited signals, where the spectrum has infinite support, a number of
bandwidth measures such as the root-mean-square (RMS) bandwidth and the fractional out-of-
band energy (FOBE) bandwidth have been extensively used in practice [74]. For a finite energy
signal ψ(t), the RMS bandwidth Wrms is defined as the standard deviation of the spectrum and is
independent of SNR. Clearly, strictly time-limited signals may have finite RMS bandwidth, while
they do not have a finite bandwidth. It is shown that the spectrum of a signal with finite RMS
bandwidth decays at a rate faster than 1/f3 for large frequencies [75, 76]. The rapid decaying
of the spectrum with increasing frequency helps to avoid spill over the energy to the adjacent
frequency bands. The shaping waveform can be carefully designed such that it has a sub-linear
decaying rate in time and it has a finite RMS or a finite FOBE bandwidth.
4.3 Asynchronous Interference Alignment
We propose an interference alignment algorithm which achieves the total K/2 DOF over the
underlying quasi-static K-user asynchronous interference channel almost surely. Our scheme is
similar to the vector interference alignment scheme proposed in [52] for time/frequency/space
varying channels wherein the fading coefficients of a link are independently chosen from a con-
tinuous probability distribution at the beginning of each symbol interval. In contrast, in our
scenario, the communication links are quasi-static. As it was observed in previous sections, us-
ing the proposed signaling scheme, they are converted to ISI and accordingly into time varying
channels. Hence, the proposed scheme solves the lack of channel variation required for the inter-
ference alignment in quasi static scenarios. However, the channel coefficients of the links in this
case are not independently chosen from a distribution; rather, they are correlated over the time
resulting in a more sophisticated situation. We will show that even under channel correlation,
the alignment task can almost always be performed. We proposed our alignment scheme first for
a simple three-user interference channel and then generalize it to an interference channel with
arbitrary number of users.
When a time-limited shaping waveform is deploy, the practical signaling scheme proposed in
Section 4.2.1 is used. However, when it is band-limited, the signaling scheme proposed in Section
4.2.2 is used. In this case, the channel matrices Γ̂i,j ’s are approximated by their asymptotically
equivalent matrices Γi,j ’s given in (4.27). Having the same channel model with the same notation
for both cases facilitates pursuing a single procedure for both scenarios. In the sequel to avoid
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the proposed interference alignment scheme over the three-user
asynchronous interference channel.
confusion, we detail the scheme for the case that a time-limited shaping waveform is used. The
scheme is elaborated for the other case when it is necessary.
4.3.1 Alignment Scheme for the Three-User Asynchronous Interference Chan-
nel
In a three-user interference channel in which the transmitters use a shaping waveform of length
uTs, by proceeding in the footsteps of [52], we define a scenario wherein the first transmitter sends
n+1 independent streams of symbols to the the first receiver via n+1 distinct direction vectors,
each of length N = 2n + 1. Each of the two other transmitters sends n streams of symbols via
n distinct direction vectors of the same length N . The pre-coding matrix Vj , j = 1, 2, 3, at the
j-th transmitter node is defined as follows.
Vj , [v1j , v2j , . . . , vsj ], (4.35)
where s = n+1 for j = 1, and s = n for j ̸= 1. vkj of size N × 1 is the k-th direction vector of the
j-th transmitter. These vectors are chosen such that at each receiver the interfering signals cast
overlapping shadows while the desired signal remains distinct of the interferences. In synchronous
quasi-static scenarios wherein the channel coefficients are constant for a long period of time, if
the direction vectors are chosen as they are chosen for time/frequency/space varying channels
in [52], they all overlap and merge into a single direction vector which contradicts with the main
objective of the interference alignment. Our goal is to overcome this shortcoming by deploying
asynchronous delays among the received signals at each receiver.
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Fig. 4.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed interference alignment scheme for a three-
user interference channel. At the j-th transmitter, a vector of information symbols xj is multiplied
by a precoding matrix Vj and then is supported by enough cyclic prefix and cyclic suffix symbols.
The resulted sequence is transmitted over the channel. Here, we assume that x1 is of length n+1
and x2, x3 are of length n. The precoding matrix V1 is of size N × (n + 1) and V2,V3 are of
size N ×n. At the receivers, the CPS symbols are discarded. According to (4.11) and (4.25), the






hi,jΓi,jVjxj + zi, (4.36)
where Γi,j is defined in (4.12). At the first receiver, the interfering signals from the second and
the third users should be aligned. In other words, the subspaces that are spanned by these signals
should completely overlap, i.e.,
span [h1,2Γ1,2V2] = span [h1,3Γ1,3V3], (4.37)
where span X denotes the vector space spanned by the generator matrix X. At the second
receiver, the interfering signals from the first and the third transmitters should cast overlapping
shadows. Since these signals lie respectively on n + 1 and n dimensional vector spaces, the
direction vectors should be chosen such that the smaller vector space is embedded into the bigger
one. Similar argument is valid at the output of the third receiver. Hence,
span [h2,3Γ2,3V3] ⊂ span [h2,1Γ2,1V1],
span [h3,2Γ3,2V2] ⊂ span [h3,1Γ3,1V1],
(4.38)
where ⊂ indicates that the left hand side space is a subspace of the right hand side one. In
addition, to take advantage of the existing number of DOF, the union of the subspaces of the
desired and the interfering signals at each receiver node should span the whole vector space of
dimension N , i.e.,
span [h1,1Γ1,1V1, h1,2Γ1,2V2] = CN ,
span [h2,2Γ2,2V2, h2,1Γ2,1V1] = CN ,
span [h3,3Γ3,3V3, h3,1Γ3,1V1] = CN ,
(4.39)
where C is the field of the complex numbers.
Remark 4.4. As can be seen in (4.37)-(4.39), the quasi-static channel coefficients, hi,j’s, appear
as constant scaling factors of the generator matrices of the vector spaces. Since a vector space
is closed under scalar multiplication, it remains the same if the generator matrix is scaled by a
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constant value. Therefore, the fading coefficients do not play any role in aligning interference
signals and can be neglected as long as they are non-zero.





where @ indicates that the columns of the left hand side matrix is a subset of the columns of the















Γi,j ’s are full rank and consequently invertible random matrices. Since the asynchronous
delays are continuous time independent random variables over a symbol interval, they are distinct
with probability one resulting in distinct Γi,j matrices. As a result, T is a random invertible
circulant matrix. Note that in difference to the vector alignment scheme proposed in [52], Γi,j ’s
and T are not diagonal matrices.
If A,B, and C are chosen properly such that they satisfy (4.41), the precoding matrices
V1,V2,V3 are obtained from (4.42). For this sake, let w be a vector of size N × 1 and assume
A,B, and C are chosen as follows.
A = [w Tw . . . Tnw] ,
B = [Tw T2w . . . Tnw],
C = [w Tw . . . Tn−1w].
(4.43)
It is easily seen that these matrices satisfy the required conditions of (4.41). To show that the
precoding matrices (obtained from the above A,B, and C) perform the alignment task, it is
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required to prove that first A,B, and C are full column rank matrices and second, the image of
the precoding matrices at each receiver node span the whole vector space, i.e., at receiver one, the
generator matrix of the resulted space [Γ1,1V1, Γ1,2V2] and equivalently [V1, Γ
−1
1,1Γ1,2V2] should
be a full rank matrix. At the second and the third receivers [V1, Γ
−1
2,1Γ2,2V2] and [V1, Γ
−1
3,1Γ3,3V3]
should be full rank matrices.
By assuming that a well-designed shaping waveform is used such that equation (4.20) is valid




























2,1. Note that τ̂t and τ̂
[i]
m,j , ∀ i, j,m, (j ̸=
m), are independent continuous random variables which are non-zero with probability one.
Proposition 4.2. A,B, and C defined in (4.43) are almost surely full column rank matrices.
Proof. Let w be an arbitrary vector such that w′ , Uw contains only non-zero entries. Let
T̂ , E (τ̂t). Matrix A′ , UA can be written as follows.
A′ = [w′, T̂w′, T̂2w′, . . . , T̂nw′]. (4.45)
Clearly A and A′ have the same rank order. Because T̂ is a diagonal matrix, A′ can be rewritten
as follows.
A′ = WT̃,
where W = diag{w′} and T̃ =
[
t0, t1, . . . , tn
]
has size N × (n+1). ti is a vector of size N × 1












Since W is a full rank matrix, A and T̃ have the same rank order. Consider any (n+1)× (n+1)
sub matrix of T̃ (for instant, the top (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) sub matrix). It is a Vandermonde matrix
and its determinant is given by the multiplication of all the elements of a set containing the
difference of every two non-trivial entries of the generator vector of this matrix. Hence, if the
entries of t1 are distinct, the determinant of all of the sub matrices is non-zero and T̃ is a full
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column rank matrix. For q, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} and q ̸= s
















, k ∈ Z.
Since τ̂t is a continuous random variable distributed over −3 < τ̂t < 3, the probability that
τ̂t =
kN
s−q is equal to zero. Therefore, T̃ and equivalently A are almost surely full column rank
matrices. Note that, for a finite value of N , τ̂t does not necessarily need to be an irrational
number to make A a full rank matrix. Since B and C are sub matrices of A, they are also full
column rank matrices almost surely.
Proposition 4.3. The images of the precoding matrices at each receiver node span the whole
vector space of dimension N .
Proof. The proof is given for the vector space at the receiver one. The generator matrix of the
vector space, [V1, Γ
−1
1,1Γ1,2V2], at this receiver should be full rank. By replacing V1 and V2 by
their corresponding values from (4.42), it is seen that [A,FC] given in the following equation
should be a full rank matrix.
[A,FC] =
[
w,Tw, . . . ,Tnw,Fw,FTw, . . . ,FTn−1w
]
,
where F = Γ−11,1Γ1,2Γ
−1
3,2Γ3,1 is a random circulant full rank matrix. F is simplified as F =




2,1. Let w be an arbitrary vector such that w
′ , Uw contains no




w′, T̂w′, . . . , T̂nw′, F̂w′, F̂T̂w′, . . . , F̂T̂n−1w′
]
= U†WŤ, (4.46)
where W = diag{w′}. Let ϕ , e−ξ 2πN τ̂t and θ , e−ξ 2πN τ̂f . Matrix Ť of size N × N is given in
equation (4.47). Clearly, [A,FC] and Ť have the same rank order.
Ť =

1 1 1 · · · 1 1 1 1 · · · 1
1 ϕ ϕ2 · · · ϕn θ θϕ θϕ2 · · · θϕ(n−1)
1 ϕ2 ϕ4 · · · ϕ2n θ2 θ2ϕ2 θ2ϕ4 · · · θ2ϕ2(n−1)
...
...




... · · ·
...
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Ť is a Vandermonde matrix with ť = [1, ϕ, ϕ2, · · · , ϕn, θ, θϕ, θϕ2, · · · , θϕ(n−1)] of length N as
the generator vector. The determinant of this matrix is given by the multiplication of all the
elements of a set containing the difference of every two non-trivial entries of ť. Hence, if the
entries of ť are distinct, this matrix is full rank and its determinant is non-zero. The elements
of the vector ť are in the form of θαϕβ, where α ∈ {0, 1} and q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} when α = 0 and
q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n−1} when α = 1. Note that every element of this vector has a unique (α, β) tuple.












⇒ (α− α′)τ̂f + (β − β′)τ̂t = kN, k ∈ Z (4.48)
Since (α, β) ̸= (α′, β′), this equation cannot trivially hold for k = 0. Moreover, Since τ̂t, τ̂f are
continuous random variables distributed over −3 < τ̂t < 3 and −2 < τ̂t < 2, respectively, the
probability that these numbers fit into equation (4.48) is zero. As a sufficient condition, it is seen
that if the numbers {N, τ̂f , τ̂t} are algebraically independent over the integers, equation (4.48)
does not hold. This concludes the proof.
According to Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, the proposed scheme performs the alignment task for
almost all values of the asynchronous delays. If the channel coefficients, hi,j ’s, are contributed in
design of the preceding matrices, the equivalent channel model at the output of the first receiver
node after aligning the interferences is given by
y
1










is full rank. Hence, many decoding
schemes can be used to decode the desired samples. The simplest one is the well known zero-
forcing algorithm [77].
Corollary 4.1. The proposed asynchronous interference alignment scheme achieves the total
DOF equal to 3/2 over the constant three user interference channel almost surely.
Proof. According to Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, for a finite value of u, it is shown that 3n + 1
independent information symbols are transmitted interference free over 2n+1+2(u+1) symbol
intervals, where the extra 2(u+ 1) symbol intervals are due to the transmission of CPS symbols.
Hence, the efficiency factor of the transmission scheme is 3n+12n+1+2(u+1) regardless of the type of
the shaping waveform used. For a finite value of u, this factor becomes arbitrary close to 3/2
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for a large value of n. Hence, if a truncated version of the root-square raised cosine filters with
a non-zero small excess bandwidth and sufficiently large time support is used, the total DOF
arbitrary close to 3/2 can be achieved.
When a band-limited shaping waveform is used, no CPS symbols are used and the efficiency
factor is 3n+12n+1 which approaches to 3/2 for large n. In this case the the root-square raised cosine
filters with a non-zero small excess bandwidth provide the total DOF arbitrary close to 3/2. This
concludes the proof.
Corollary 4.2. The DOF region of the underlying constant three-user asynchronous interference
channel is almost always the same as that of the corresponding synchronous channel with varying
fading coefficients which is given in (4.2).
Proof. The proof follows in the footsteps of the proof of Theorem 2 of [52]. Let D′ be the DOF
region of the underlying channel. Since the underlying constant asynchronous interference channel
is modeled by a synchronous interference channel with varying fading coefficients in the frequency
domain (see section 4.1.3), D′ ⊂ D. On the other hand (0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), and
(1/2, 1/2, 1/2) which are the corner points of D are achievable in the underlying channel and
hence they are in D′. Since D is a convex region, any point (d1, d2, d3) ∈ D can be written
as a convex combination of the corner points. Since the corner points of D are in D′, any
3-tuple (d1, d2, d3) ∈ D can be achieved by time-sharing among the corner points resulting in
(d1, d2, d3) ∈ D′. Hence D ⊂ D′. This concludes the proof.
Remark 4.5. It is obvious that the proposed scheme does not apply to the case when all the users
are fully synchronous, i.e., τi,j = 0, ∀i, j. Once can check that inserting artificial delays at the
transmitters does not help and the scheme applies only to random independent delays. According




2,1, then τ̂f = 0 and thus F̂ = E(0) = IN resulting in Ť to be a





2,1 even if artificial delays are inserted at the transmitters. In the asynchronous system
under consideration where the delays are independent random variables due to the random nature
of the medium, the relative delays are distinct with probability one.
4.3.2 Alignment Scheme for the K-User Asynchronous Interference Channel
In a K-user interference channel where the users are not symbol-synchronous, by applying the
proposed signaling scheme the underlying quasi-static links are converted to ISI and accordingly
into time varying channels. Hence, a similar scheme as the one proposed in [52] for the K-user
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synchronous interference channel with varying fading coefficients can be used to perform the
alignment task over this channel.
Consider a scenario wherein the first user sends (n+1)κ streams of symbols to the first receiver
via (n+1)κ distinct direction vectors each of lengthN = (n+1)κ+nκ, where κ = (K−1)(K−2)−1.
Each of the other transmitters sends nκ streams of symbols to the corresponding destination via
nκ direction vectors of the same length, N . The precoding matrix Vj at the j-th transmitter
node contains all the corresponding direction vectors as its columns. Each transmitted frame is
supported by enough number of CPS symbols. The received signal at the i-th receiver node after






hi,jΓi,jVjxj + zi. (4.50)
To perform the alignment task at the i-th receiver, the following conditions should be satisfied.
Γ1,2V2 = Γ1,3V3 = · · · = Γ1,KVK , i = 1, (4.51)
Γ−1i,1Γi,jVj @ V1, ∀ i, j ̸= 1, i ̸= j. (4.52)
In addition, the images of the precoding matrices at each receiver node should span the whole








N , i ̸= 1. (4.54)
Equations (4.51) and (4.52) can respectively be simplified as follows.
Vj = SjB, ∀j ∈ {2, 3, . . . ,K}, (4.55)








2,3Γ2,1, ∀j ∈ {2, 3, . . .K},
Ti,j = Γ
−1
i,1Γi,jSj , ∀i, j ∈ {2, 3, . . .K}, i ̸= j.
Let w be an arbitrary vector of length N such that w′ , Uw contains only non-zero entries,








w, βi,j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , s}
 . (4.57)
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A is chosen as a matrix which contains all vectors in Vn. B is chosen as a matrix which contains
all vectors in Vn−1. Clearly, these choices of A and B satisfy (4.56). Since B is known, the
precoding matrices Vj , j = 2, 3, . . . ,K are obtained from (4.55).
Proposition 4.4. Vj , j = 1, 2, . . . ,K, is a full column rank matrix almost surely. Moreover,
the images of the precoding matrices at each receiver node span the whole vector space, CN , with
probability one.
Proof. The proof is given for the first user. We show that the image of the precoding matrices
at the first receiver node span the whole vector space. This a priori proves that V1 is a full rank
matrix. At receiver one, [V1,Γ
−1
1,1Γ1,3V3] and equivalently [A,FB] should be full rank matrices,











3,1. Â , UA






w′, βi,j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , s}
 ,






3,1. By assuming that the relative delays are independent and distinct
continuous random variables, τ̂ti,j ’s are independent and distinct random variables for all i and
j. Moreover, since the asynchronous delays are random variables of length less than a symbol
interval, −3 < τ̂ti,j < 3, ∀ i, j. Note that τ̂f is independent of τ̂ti,j for all i, j ∈ {2, 3, . . . ,K}.
Similarly, τ̂f is a continuous random variable aver [−2, 2]. It is seen that
[A,FB] = U†[Â, F̂B̂]
= U†WŤ, (4.58)
where Ť = [Ã, F̂B̃]. Ã and B̃ are defined similar to Â and B̂ when w′ is a vector with all entries
equal to one. Clearly, [A,FB] and Ť have the same rank order.
Let ϕi,j , e−ξ
2π
N










 θk−1, βi,j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}.
One can see that Ť is a Vandermonde matrix with the generator vector ť containing all the above







 , βi,j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , s}. (4.59)
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where α ∈ {0, 1}, s = n when α = 0, and s = n− 1 when α = 1. If two non-trivial elements of ť













⇒ (α− α′)τ̂f +
∑
i,j=2,i ̸=j,(i,j)̸=(2,3)
(βi,j − β′i,j)τ̂ti,j = kN, k ∈ Z (4.60)
Note that each entry of vector ť contains at least one parameter (θ or ϕi,j) with different ex-
ponent (α or βi,j) from that of the corresponding parameter in other entries. Therefore, the
above equation does not trivially hold for k = 0. Moreover, since τ̂f and τ̂ti,j ’s are continuous
independent random variables respectively over [−2, 2] and [−3, 3] intervals, they do not satisfy
equation (4.60) with probability one. This concludes the proof. 
Corollary 4.3. The proposed asynchronous interference alignment scheme achieves the total
DOF equal to K/2 over the constant K-user asynchronous interference channel almost surely.
The proof is similar to that of Corollary 4.1 and is omitted for brevity. By combining the
upper-bound given in Section 4.1.3 and the result of Corollary 4.3, the proof of Theorem 4.1 is
concluded.
4.4 Asynchronous Interference Channel with Multiple Antenna
Nodes
In a K-user interference channel with multiple antenna nodes, say M antennas at each node, it
is shown in [52] that the total DOF is upper bounded by MK/2. For the three-user constant
interference channel this upper bound is achieved using the vector alignment scheme proposed
in [52] in a finite number of the channel use. However, it is not known if in general for K > 3 the
same scheme can achieve the total DOF of the channel under quasi-static assumption. For the
constant channel scenario, the upper bound is achievable using the real interference alignment
technique proposed in [59] when ρ → ∞ and the system has infinite quantization’s precision.
When the channel coefficients are time/frequency varying, the underlying channel is converted
into a single antenna nodes’ interference channel with MK independent users. In this case, the
vector alignment scheme proposed in [52] is sufficient to achieve the total DOF of the channel.
Similar to the single antenna nodes’ interference channel, the asynchronism among the users
can be deployed to perform the alignment task under the quasi-static assumption. Theoretically,
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the medium can be considered as an asynchronous interference channel with MK independent
single antenna users. In this case, by applying the same alignment scheme proposed in Section
4.3, the total MK/2 DOF is achievable almost surely. However, since the antennas of each node
are co-located, it is more practical to consider the same asynchronous delay for all links between
each pair of transmitter-receiver nodes. In this case, the system cannot be considered as a single
antenna nodes’ asynchronous interference channel with MK independent users.
For such a scenario, assume that at the j-th transmitter node, M independent streams of
information symbols, x
[p]
j , p = 1, 2, . . . ,M, each of length sj , are independently precoded by a
matrix Vj of size N × sj . Each of the resulted vectors is first supported with enough number
of CPS symbols and then is serially transmitted by one of the existing antennas. All the nodes
use the same shaping waveform. At the receiver side, the CPS symbols are discarded. Let Hi,j
of dimension M be the channel matrix between the j-th transmitter and the i-th receiver nodes.
























i are respectively the received signal and the noise vectors at the output of the q-
th antenna of the i-th receiver node. Matrix Γi,j given in (4.12) represents the effect of the
shaping waveform and the asynchronous delays between the j-th transmitter and the i-th receiver.
hi,j(q, p) is the (q, p)-th entry of Hi,j (the entry at the q-th row and the p-th column). X
[q]
i,j is the
image of the transmitted vectors from the j-th transmitter node at the q-th antenna of the i-th
receiver node.
Since the asynchronous delay is the same, matrix Γi,j is the same for all links from the
j-th transmitter node to the i-th receiver node. The precoding matrix Vj is also the same
for all transmitted streams from the j-th transmitter node. Therefore, if the same precoding
matrices as those designed in Section 4.3 for the single antenna nodes’ K-user asynchronous
interference channel is used, the interfering signals from other users at each receiver antenna
are aligned and lie in a subspace of minimum dimension (approximately equal to N/2 for large
length codewords) which is distinct from that of the desired signals. Hence, s1 = (n + 1)
κ and
sj = n
κ, j = 2, 3, . . . ,K, where κ = (K−1)(K−2)−1. N is chosen as N = nκ+(n+1)κ. In this
case, each user can almost surely achieve the total 1/2 DOF in time for large length codewords. By
applying the zero-forcing filter at the output of each receive antenna, the interference signals from
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other users are discarded. However, the transmitted signals from co-located antennas are aligned
at each receiver antenna and they lie in the desired subspace for all co-located receiver antennas.
The equivalent channel model in this case is the same as that of an M ×M MIMO channel with
total M spatial DOF. Hence, each user can achieve the total M/2 DOF with probability one
which is tantamount to achieving MK/2 DOF for the entire network almost surely. It is worth
noting that, in difference to the scheme proposed in [52], using the same precoding matrices as
those of the K-user single antenna nodes’ interference channel is sufficient to achieve the total
DOF of the corresponding multiple antenna nodes’ medium. This causes the alignment task to
be performed faster (i.e., in less number of channel use) specially for large values of M .
4.5 Discussion and Conclusion
A symbol asynchronous K-user interference channel with quasi-static fading coefficients was con-
sidered. It was shown that the total DOF of this channel is the same as that of the corresponding
synchronous channel. We proposed a novel alignment scheme for the underlying constant inter-
ference channel by deploying the asynchronous delays among the received signals at each receiver
node to achieve the total MK/2 DOF of this channel almost surely (M is the number of an-
tennas at each node) in the limit of codeword’s length. In finite length codewords, however, the
existence of CPS symbols avoids achieving the same total DOF of the corresponding synchronous
time-varying channel. In the proposed interference alignment scheme, there is no need to have
the channel state information of the links at the transmitter side. Instead, the full state of the
asynchronous delays is required at all nodes. Although the asynchronous delays are assumed to
be less than a symbol interval, generalization to arbitrary values of the delays is straightforward.
If we assume that the maximum possible symbol-asynchronous delay among the users is less than
b symbol intervals, it is sufficient to support each transmitted frame by u + b cyclic prefix and
u+b cyclic suffix symbols. One can use the inverse DFT (IDFT) filter at the transmitters and the
DFT filter at the receivers to convert the circulant channel matrices to diagonals ones to simplify
the signaling scheme as well as the mathematical analysis. However, the role of the CPS symbols




Some interesting problems and ideas that have been emerged from this dissertation are discussed
in this chapter.
5.1 Asynchronous Interference Alignment
5.1.1 Alignment with Rational Delay Parameters
The proposed interference alignment scheme achieves the total DOF of the underlying channel
when all the delay parameters and the codeword’s length N are algebraically independent over the
integers. In practice, the channel parameters including the delays are quantized values. Hence,
they are rational numbers and they do not satisfy the aforementioned required condition. In
this case, the total DOF strictly less than K/2 is achieved. However, it is not known what the
total DOF of the channel is under this condition. Hence, characterizing the total DOF of the
channel and finding a proper achieving scheme in this case are two very interesting topics from
the practical point of view.
5.1.2 Relaxing the Condition on the Shaping Waveform
In the proposed alignment scheme, it was seen that the shaping waveform should have a sub-linear
decaying rate in the time domain. One may relax this condition by performing the alignment
task directly from Γi,j ’s and accordingly Λi,j ’s matrices (not from their approximations). This
may cause a more involved math, however, results in a more general solution for the underlying
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problem. One may also deploy the channel fading coefficients or various shaping waveforms for
the users to simplify relaxing this condition.
5.2 Application in Other Interference Scenarios
The proposed scheme can be applied to many other quasi-static interference scenarios such as
X-Neworks, Z-Networks, and multi antenna nodes interference networks to perform the alignment
task and to achieve the total DOF of these channels under quasi-static assumption.
Interference alignment over quasi-static frequency selective networks with finite number of
tap delays may also be performed using the proposed scheme. While this can be performed
using the vector alignment scheme of [52] when the bandwidth goes to infinity, using the scheme
proposed in this thesis, the underlying channel is converted to a time varying fading channel with
correlated fading coefficients over time. This may solve the lack of channel variation required for
the interference alignment in these networks.
The proposed scheme can also be used to provide secure communications in constant channel
scenarios. A secure communication, which is usually obtained by scarifying a portion of the
resources, results in a remarkable throughput loss in the system. Using interference alignment,
one may provide a sucre communication with the minimum loss of the resources by aligning the
interference signals at the desired receivers while accumulating them at the eavesdroppers.
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